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FU prof joins
Iraq debate

FUSA offers low-cost alternative to SBRA event

BY PATRICIA MCGAHAN

BY JESSICA HOLMBERG

As if the $65 fee for senior
portraits was not enough to dry the
money-filled well, the class of '03
continues to be thirsty for dough
after paying for the infamous 200
Nights.
"Last year, 200 Nights was
held at the Trumbull Marriott, and
tickets were $65 each," said
Colette Landers '03, SBRA (Student Beach Resident Association)
co-president. "It was a mess. They
ran out of food and alcohol, and
there was only one bartender. Students were stealing alcohol and
Trumbull Police had to come and
control the situation."
Although the lack of alcohol
angered '02 students, many retaliated with inappropriate actions.
"The lines were astronomical
to get beer and mixed drinks," said
Greg Zacholl '02, who will also DJ
this year's 200 Nights. "People
would go behind the bar themselves and fill up their beers.
People were so fed up by 10 p.m.
that we were buying beer from the

Amy Womack/The Mirror

Tickets please: Seniors Lauren Mahoney and Liz Cummings buy tickets for 200 Nights from SBRA
member Amy Torchen with the help of Virginia Meade.
hotel bar and jumping into the hotel fountains."
'
The night ended abruptly at 12
a.m., and all students were sent
back to Fairfield.

"Some students didn't have a
ride Home," Zacholl said. "The
buses left unfilled because the
drivers were impatient and wanted
to get out of there."

Due to the lack of acceptable
behavior by last year's senior class,
it was difficult for the class of '03
SEE

"SBRA" ON

P.
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Ex-Andersen CEO Berardino to speak
BY ZACK FINLEY

While attending college, there
are few things better than knowing that someone who has graduated from your college has made
it into the "big time." It is even
better to find out that there could
be a chance for you to meet this
person and learn how you can
make it big.
Joe Berardino, class of 1972,
is coming to speak at Fairfield next
Wednesday, Nov. 6, but unless you
belong to the Dolan School of
Business, are a member of the
Ignatian Residential College or are
a faculty member in either of these
two groups, you might as well stay
home and watch "Dawson's
Creek."
Jacob Pierson, '05, a member
of the Ignatian Residential Col-

lege, had mixed feelings about the
ordeal. "Because I am a member
of the Ignatian College, it doesn't
affect me. However,
what
Arthur Andersen
and Enron did
affects not just
people in the
business world,
but everyone.
Many people
BERARDINO
around the country put their money into the Enron
stock and now have nothing to
show for it."
According to Norm Solomon,
dean of the Dolan School of Business, Berardino is coming to give
a speech entitled "Living and
Working in Interesting Times."
The event is free but tickets are required and are on a first come first

COMING ATTRACTIONS
The new Preview section
gives you a taste of
everything entertainment
for the month
of November!
See the B section

serve basis. It will be held in the
Dolan School of Business dining
room where a light meal will be
served.
"Mr. Berardino is speaking at
a number of other universities in
addition to*~Fairfield. It is only
natural that given Mr. Berardino's
high regard for Fairfield and his
close ties to our university, both as
alumnus and as a trustee, that he
be willing to speak here as well,"
said Solomon.
"This event is a talk focused
on a specific part of the academic
community," said Solomon. "The
event is very different than an
Open Visions lecture... it is also
sponsored by the Ignatian Residential College and the Dolan School
of Business."
The Dolan School of Business
dining room can only hold 150

people, but, at press time, the
Ignatian Residential College had
only given out "about 15-20 tickets," according to Joe DeFeo, associate director of the Ignatian
Residential College.
The numbers are different for
the Business School. "I am confident that we will have very good
attendance for Mr. Berardino's
talk. We have already distributed
well over 100 tickets. Given that a
week remains before the event
takes place, I am sure that additional students and faculty will
pick up tickets," said Solomon.
The event is not required for
anyone to attend, according to
Solomon, although he feels that
individual faculty members may
determine that this is an important
SEE "BERARDINO" ON P.
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With tensions in the Middle
East increasing and U.S. intervention in Iraq seeming more inevitable every day, a Fairfield professor has joined the national debate
by speaking out in criticism of U.S.
foreign policy with respect to Iraq.
Philosophy professor Joy
Gordon's
article in
PEACE MARCH
Harper's is
DC rally protests
entitled,
Americas
Iraq policy
"Cool War:
Page
3
Economic
sanctions as
a weapon of mass destruction."
The article highlights the
ways in which the Unites States is
"using [economic] sanctions as
nothing less than a deadly
weapon."
Gordon explains that over the
past three years, she has obtained
many confidential U.N. documents
that state how the United States has
forcefully and purposefully
worked to keep certain critical humanitarian good from entering
Iraq, many of which have been legal ones. Among these items are
water tankers, dental equipment,
fire-fighting equipment, milk and
yogurt producing equipment, dialysis equipment, printing equipment, and other items crucial for
healthy living conditions in Iraq.
So how does the United States
get away with this? They simply
claim that these vital humanitarian
goods could be used as weapons
of mass destruction and they block
them. The Unites States also
blocks goods on the grounds that
they are "Dual-use goods"-goods
that, although they are important
in terms of humanitarian aspects,
might also benefit Iraq's military.
As Gordon explains in her article,
"Last year the United States
blocked contracts for water tankers, on the grounds that they might
be used to haul chemical weapons
instead." The catch is the fact that
these tankers were approved by the
UNMOVIC (The United Nations
Monitoring, Verification, and InSEE "PROF" ON P.
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Students: FU s treatment of Hoey "messed up"
BY ELIZABETH BAE

Fairfield University students were overwhelmingly sympathetic toward the story
of Sharon Hoey, '04, who lost her father,
Patrick A. Hoey, in the World Trade Center
attacks and was not granted the memorial
scholarship.
Students were quick to criticize
Fairfield's policy.
"Messed up," was the first thing that
came to the mind of Steve Reno, '05. Without hesitation he emphasized his convictions
with, "really, really messed up. She
should've gotten it." _
While the scholarship honors those who
lost parents on Sept. 11, it has two further
restrictions; the student must have been accepted to Fairfield University through the
"normal admission process" and the student
"must show financial need as determined by
federal aid guidelines." According to these
guidelines, Hoey did not show enough financial need.
Individuals questioned the purpose of
the scholarship if it failed to honor its pri-

A plaque was dedicated to the memory
of Patrick A. Hoey at a mass last Saturday.
mary purpose. "That [loss of a parent]
should come before whether she needs,
need-based or not," said Ryan Jessel, '05.
Still one student agreed with the
school's decision. "Honestly," said Jack
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Becht, '06, "the scholarships are granted to
help those who are in need of financial assistance. The government has succeeded in
facilitating those needs, therefore I don't believe the student ought to be given financial
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assistance from the school."
Though disagreement did arise on very
rare occasions, there was on overall compassionate response to Hoey's situation.
"I don't think it's fair that she wasn't
included because she made too much
money," said Andrea Vavasour '05.
But as Sharon Hoey was quoted in last
week's article, "I don't want the money, I'll
burn it," students recognized the sensitivity
of the subject matter in greater terms than
monetary equivalency.
"Regardless of the fact that she received
money from other sources, no price tag can
be placed on the anguish and grief she experienced by losing a loved one," said
Rodriguez.
From a moral standpoint students disagreed with the ruling.
"I think it was wrong," said Lou
Spadaro '06.
Due largely in part to last week's front
page article, "Only student to lose parent
on 9/11 denied scholarship," the Mirror had
a record-breaking 9,000 online hits and
4,000 copies distributed.

Tuesday, October 22
3:40 p.m. - Eight paintbrushes, with a total value of $80, were stolen from the
Loyola art studio.
Friday, October 25
12:45 a.m. - There was an alcohol violation in Jogues on the first floor.
1:45 a.m. - A male was reported urinating on a door on the fourth floor of Jogues.
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10:00 a.m. - The smell of gas was reported in McAuliffe Hall. The area was
aired out.
6:30 p.m. -10:12 p.m. - Five cases of alcohol violations were referred to judicial.
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12:10 a.m. - The smell of marijuana was reported on the third floor of Campion.
A half an ounce was confiscated and the student was referred to judicial.
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Sunday, October 27
3:30 a.m. - A student, who was taken to the health center because of high levels
of alcohol consumption, ran away. He was found by security in Campion
with four altered licenses and stolen credit cards and proceeded to assault
an officer.

CORRECTIONS/CLARIFICATIONS
In our story on the daughter of a 9/11 victim being denied the school's Sept. 11 scholarship, the story should have said that she was the only undergraduate student at the
time of the attacks.
In the same story, Hoey's father worked for the Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey. Hoey also did not receive money from the Twin Towers Fund.
The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are aware of
any errors, please call Editor In Chief Sean Hayes at x6529.
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Landmark grant puts Fairfield among "elite

out, this is the only one for St.
Petersburg. The links to regional
northwest universities was key
for the inclusion of St. Petersburg. The State Department is
turning its focus away from the
centers of population and turning
it towards the regional areas because as McFadden said, "they
are the ones that need it the
most."
This partnership with Russia is a good one becaus Russians
will develop a curriculum that
they can then take back with
them based on what they see at
Fairfield. Russian universities
are not usually interactive in their
From left to right, Dr. David McFadden, Dean Valentina Smorqunova, Dean Norman Solomon,
teaching methods and they do not
Vice Rector for International Affairs Sergei Shilov, Dean Timothy Snyder, Dean Galina Elizarova
have updated material on American literature, politics, social life,
you're going to affect Russian education and part of Prussia.
and religion.
change their views of America, you don't
Now cut off from both Russia and the
This grant will allow that, as well as
just work with the elite universities, you West, Kaliningrad has stated to reclaim its showcase the best aspects of Fairfield.
have to work with those who train the teach- classical heritage by transforming its uni- McFadden explained that Fairfield prides iters." The Russian professors who will come versity. Fairfield is the first American uni- self on its interactive teaching techniques.
to Fairfield starting next semester will be versity to have a link with Kaliningrad State "We have very well trained scholars with
auditing courses in order for their universi- University. Three of the four universities excellent degrees, who are superb teachers.
ties to develop new curriculum.
this partnership is with are from secluded This is Fairfield's strength and its how we
Although largely pedagogical, many of areas of Russia, as opposed to the metro- define ourselves as a university."
the universities are becoming more compre- politan centers of Moscow and St. PetersIn the past the Russian and East Eurohensive, like Fairfield. Kaliningrad State burg.
pean Studies minor at Fairfield has been
University is actually the center of western
Another aspect that distinguished Fair- small, but McFadden predicted that with this
philosophy and saw the careers of such gi- field from the competition is the fact that, grant "it is going to heighten interest in
ants as Immanuel Kant when the area was a of all the grants the State Department handed Russia at Fairfield."

BY EILEEN ARNOLD

Ever felt like visiting Russia? You may
get the chance now that Fairfield University has established groundbreaking relations with Russia through a grant sponsored
by The Bureau of Educational and Cultural
Affairs in the U.S. Department of State.
David McFadden, Ph.D., chair of the
history department and director of the Russian and Eastern European Studies program
at Fairfield said "this project puts us up there
with the elite universities of the United
States." The agency heard 38 different proposals and from those 38 requests, funded
eight of them.
Fairfield received a grant of $294,806
for a three year partnership with the Russian schools of Herzen University,
Kaliningrad State University, Pomor University, and Cherepovets University beating
out such other American universities as
Duke and Stamford.
The Fairfield program will involve the
exchange of faculty, summer seminars and
the development of resource centers in
American Studies in St. Petersburg and
northwest Russia so they can learn about
modern America. These universities are all
largely pedagogical, meaning that they train
teachers.. McFadden called these teaching
universities "absolutely critical to Russia."
Also critical to both America and Russia will-be the interplay ofideas at this teaching level. McFadden went on to say that "if

Demonstrating apathy
bus, before heading for the capital, made
several stops in Connecticut picking up nuLast weekend a total of 300,000 pro- merous students, mothers, daughters, vets,
testers marched simultaneously in both and hippies along the way.
Washington D.C. and San Francisco to show
When the bus stopped at Fairfield Unitheir disapproval of the steps recently taken versity, however, only one person was there
by the U.S. government against Iraq in the to get on, Kerry Rose '05.
biggest anti-war protest since 1969.
"America has enough internal problems
The Connecticut chapter of ANSWER we don't need to get involved in another
(Act Now to Stop War & End Racism) spon- war." Said Rose who was eager to add that
sored the bus that transported interested citi- she, "was there not to protest against
zens to and from the D.C rally Saturday. The America but rather declare my patriotism.
What's more democratic than voicing
your opinions?"
In post-September 11th America
many Americans feel
that saying anything
contrary to governmental declaration is
in fact unpatriotic and
as the months go on
people are becoming
fed up with Saddams
regime. The threat of
nuclear weapons has
convinced some that
military force is the
only sure way to seA total of 300,000 protesters marched in both Washington D.C.
cure the world's safety
and San Francisco against the U.S. government's handling
in the future. - -of Iraq.
- - BY CHRIS DONATO

.
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Only one FU student attends
peace rally in Washington

"Terrorism
must be stopped,"
says Wes White'06,
"And I think bombing Iraq will be a
good start."
Although students are saying a lot
about how America
should deal with the
current situation in
the Middle East few
are doing anything
to make a difference.
Universities,
which were a hot
bed for activism during the Vietnam era of
the 60s', are stagnant across America
Professor Perry of the Fairfield University History Department believes that the
lack of student involvement stems from the
wide spread social ignorance that plagues
suburban teenagers who make up most of
this university.
"Students know diddly shit," according Petry, " Today everything is instant.
Most people aren't taking the time to think
about what they are reading in the papers if
they are reading at all! Suburban America
doesn't care about non-Americans because
they have no-real problems themselves and

/ was there not to protest
America but rather declare my
patriotism. What's more democratic than voicing your opinions?
—Kerry Rose, '05, who marched in
Washington last Saturday

JJ
don't care to relate with the harsh burdens
placed on others."
So with the coming of what could be
another war most students don't seem to care
what happens to the people of Iraq. They
just want to feel safe once and for all.

Looking for more Mirror?
Head to The Mirror Online
for online exclusives and other
cool content that just can't fit
into this little inch of space.
www.fairfieldmirror.com
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SBRA vs. FUSA: battle of the acronyms
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

to find a catering hall that would be willing
to accept business from Fairfield University.
"I tried 100 places, and every time I
mentioned Fairfield, they just shied away,"
Landers said. "Every place had heard of
what happened last year.* Our only option
was the Stamford Marriott."
As a result, the charge for 200 Nights
is more expensive.
'The tickets this year are more expensive because the Stamford Marriott is pricier
in general," Landers said.
Landers reported that all necessary precautions, including an area to fit over 500
people, have been taken to ensure an entertaining night.
After continued negotiation, SBRA
decided to cut out dessert and one hour of
open bar to decrease the ultimate charge for
200 Nights.
"We have five bartenders, four hours
open bar with beer and wine, and we hired
security guards," Landers said. "All of this
adds up."
The final cost culminated at $90 per
person; however, the charge increased to
$110 a person for on-campus seniors and
off-campus seniors who did not pay the allocated SBRA beach dues.
"Dues are for buses and social events,"
said Tim Harper '03, SBRA co-president.
"The money to pay for 200 Nights comes
out of a budget, not out of the dues."
Landers ensures that no beach due
money is used to pay for this event.
"Those are never touched. The reason
that it is cheaper for off-campus students is
because there is a residential fund given to
SBRA by the university," said Landers.
"Each off-campus student is given roughly
$25 by the University. So off-campus tickets cost $90 and on-campus tickets are $ 110.
It is $ 110 for off-campus students who have
not paid their dues yet...this is just a way to
get them to pay their dues."
Some say that dues for the Naut, which
are keg parties at different beach houses six
days a week, are included in the so-called
beach dues. Although Harper refuses to
comment on whether the Naut is included
in beach dues, many students are left won-

dering where their money really goes.
"If we come shorP, it is coming out of
my bank account...out of my spring break,"
said Landers. "Everything is on open basis. Everyone is welcome to see all the bills
and statements to make sure the money is
being held properly. Duane Mezzler [advisor to SBRA] meets with us on a weekly
basis as well."
SBRA assures that no money is pocketed and no one benefits economically from
all collected dues.
"People with negative views don't understand," Landers said. "Please come talk
to me, and I can explain where your money
is going."
Since a large number of the senior class
have expressed concern about 200 Nights,
FUSA plans to alleviate any other discrepancies by offering another option called
"Senior Smash."
"Due to the fact that many seniors were
upset with the large ticket price for 200
nights, the Senior Class Council is offering
an alternative solution," said Eddie Seavers
'03, Class of 2003 vice president. " 'Senior
Smash' provides a cheaper celebration for
seniors without directly competing with the
SBRA event."
The event will be take place the day
after 200 Nights at the Skybox Cafe in
downtown Fairfield, Saturday, Nov. 9 between 9 p.m. and 12 a.m.. The cost is $40.
It includes transportation from Lantern Point
and campus, an open bar and food, including wings, potato skins and chicken tenders.
There will be a DJ and a commemorative
cup.
Ticket sales will be held on Thursday
between 12 and 6 p.m. and Friday between
11 a.m. and 4 p.m. at the BCC next to the
information desk.
Landers and Harper both report that
FUSA has made no contribution to fund or
to organize 200 Nights.
"I believe that FUSA could have contacted us before organizing Senior Smash,"
Landers said. "It wasn't a matter of
miscommunication...there was no communication. I just wish someone had spoken
to me. FUSA and the school never offered
to help us in planning 200 Nights."
Students believe the Senior Smash is a

good alternative to 200 Nights.
"Unfortunately I already bought a ticket
for 200 Nights, but had I known about Senior Smash before, I would have considered
going there instead," said Megan Piccininni
'03. "Although it is too costly, I decided
last minute to go to 200 Nights because it's
the one senior event we can all really enjoy."
Others remain confident in 200 Nights.
"I think the extra $25 or $30 to have a
good time is worth it," Harper said. "It's a
big event for us to have with our friends. If
people want to say screw 200 Nights, then
don't come. We could care less. We have
enough people."
According to Landers, about 125 tickets have been sold for 200 Nights, but she is
optimistic that the SBRA will sell about 400
tickets, equaling the total of tickets sold last

year.
SBRA warns students not to show up
to 200 Nights without a ticket because security officers will be monitoring the area
for any unauthorized student entrance.
"I hope it is worth it," Piccininni added.
"Last year was much cheaper, but the place
appeared to be less attractive than the Stamford Marriott. If the Stamford Marriott is
as nice as I hear, and the liquor is flowing
all night, it will probably be worth it in the
long run."
"The idea is to have a formal event. We
want to offer students an opportunity to go
somewhere different, not somewhere that
they can go any day," Landers concluded.
"We can accommodate a lot more students.
The idea is to include everyone. We really
want on-campus students to attend just as
much as off-campus students."

^CLASSIFIEDS
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Berardino shuts out media

OCTOBER

Prof hopes Iraq policy is questioned
CONTINUED FROM P.

CONTINUED FROM P.
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educational opportunity for their own students and may encourage those students to
be present.
Business and non-business students had
mixed reactions to the event.
"I think that the event should be open
to any business or ethics related major, but
other then that I do not think that other students would sincerely want to see him, other
than the fact he was the CEO of Andersen
and would want to see what he has to prove
for himself," said Kevin Seidler, '04, who
majors in accounting.
"I am outraged," said Melissa Nowicki,
'05, who is a psychology major. "Even
though Berardino was involved in some
scandal, I feel that I am missing a great opportunity to hear a successful man speak. It
could be encouraging for any person in any
major. I don't see why they couldn't have it
at the Quick Center and let everyone go."
Berardino became the CEO of Arthur
Andersen in 2001. Being one of the largest
accounting firms in the business, its clients
included many companies in the Fortune
500. After one of Andersen's biggest clients,

irCl

Enron, declared bankruptcy in 2001, the
government charged the firm with fraudulent accounting. Berardino resigned in
March 2002, several weeks after Andersen
was indicted for obstructing justice on accusations that the firm shred documents
containing information concerning Enron's
financial statements.
"I don't think he is looking to explain
his actions," said DeFeo, "but he is looking
to pass on his experience on how to do business."
DeFeo feels that it may be a little early
for Ignatian Residential College students,
who consist only of sophomores, to start
thinking about life out of college. "It seems
like it is right off their radar screen," he said.
"It's a big leap as a sophomore to start thinking about senior year and making career
decisions."
When asked for a comment from
Berardino, Solomon had this to say: "Mr.
Berardino has told us that he does not wish
to discuss his visit with the media. When
the Dolan School of Business hosts a speakers' visit, we make every effort to honor the
speakers' wishes concerning the media and
we will honor Mr. Berardino's request."

31,2002 A 5
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spection Commission) because those tankers had a certain type of lining that was not
on the list of items that calls for U.N. weapons inspection, a list known as the "1051"
list. In other cases, the United States has
found alternate ways to block goods, such
as the instance when "Iraq was allowed to
purchase a sewage-treatment plant but was
blocked from buying the generator necessary to run it."
Among other issues, Gordon hopes that
her article will cause people to "question the
credibility and judgment of the Bush administration when it claims that Iraq is a military threat to the United States, or is on the
verge of producing weapons of mass destruction."
Gordon would like Fairfield students to
keep in mind that these policies are "being
done in our name with our tax dollars" and
that "it is our responsibility to see that our
government does not engage in atrocities
with our support."
Gordon never seems to be at rest. Prior
to working here at Fairfield, she taught at
Yale in the Philosophy Department, is an
attorney with ten years of litigation experi-

Specializing in
American designers
and custom work,
original and redesign.

ence, and has published other articles in the
Atlantic Monthly and the Nation. Currently
teaching classes in the history of philosophy, political philosophy, philosophy of law,
and human rights, Professor Gordon is also
at work on her first book, "A Peaceful, Silent, Deadly Remedy: The Ethics of Economic Sanctions" which is due to be published with Harvard University Press in the
Spring of 2004.
A copy of Gordon's article is currently
on sale at newsstands, available in the library, and will be available on Harper's website when the current issue leaves newsstands. To contact Gordon, her office is located in Donnarumma Hall room 314.

Where's Entertainment?
Preview is your answer.
This issue introduces the latest
offering from The Mirror staff,
Preview. Get information on
everything entertainment
for the month of November,
including CD and movie releases,
interviews and on-campus events.

Check out the B Section

531 Tunxis Hill Rd. • Fairfield
(Across from Fairfield Chiropractic)

366-4775
Open Mon-Frl 8:00 a.m. to6:00 p.m.
£{>fViC$

Design is where you find it...

Oil & Filter Change
• Change oil filter & replace
with genuine factory filter
• Change engine oil with
up to 5 qts. of oil

Diesels, trucks Gr flex fuel
vehicles slightly higher.
Must present coupon when order is written. Not valid with any other offer or promotional items
Valid only at Nick's Precision Automotive. Expires 12/21/02.

Crystal bracelet
by Warren and Sofia

YOUR CHOICE

Balance Wheels, Rotate
Tires cr Brake Inspection
• Computer balance 4 wheels
• Inspect front pads
and rotors
• Inspect rear linings 1
and drums
g
• Rotate tires
'
Must present coupon when order is written.
Not valid with any other offer or promotional items.
Valid only at Nick s Precision Automotive.
Expires 12/21/02.

Crystal bracelet
by Warren and Sofia

Find more samples at
www.silverribbon.com

Playhouse Square
275 Post Road East
Westport, CT 06880
203-226-9320

Cooling System Special
Refresh your cooling system this fail!
• Flush & refill cooling system
with up to 2 gallons of antifreeze
• Inspect system
for leaks
«
& tighten connections \
as needed
i
Must present coupon when order is wntten.
Not valid with any other offer or promotional items
VaM only at Nick's Precision Automotive.
Expires 12aiffl.

Front or Rear Brake Service \
STOP... in here for a great deal on brakes!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Replace front or rear brake pads
Cut rotors or drums
Inspect rotors, drums & calipers
Check brake fluid level
Check brakes on other axles
Road-test vehicle

Replacemetit or repair of wheel cylinder, i
caliper or master cylinder additional. S
Some models slightly higher.
Must present coupon when order is wntten.
Not val:d with any other offer or promotional items.
Valid only at Nick's Precision Automotive.
Exoras 12/21/02.

Factory trained technicians
specializing in all phases
of Honda repairs
Complete repair service since 1970
Foreign Sr Domestic - Cars £r Trucks
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CGRASMERE BARBER SHOP)
HAIRCUT SPECIAL:

IL

(Regularly $15.00)

AN ADRENALINE-LACED

VALENTINE.

DELICIOUSLY SEXY & VITAL."

udent ID

| WORLP-FAMOUS \

APOLLO |
THEATER

PIZZA
MEDITERRANEAN
me—■

Large Cheese
$
7.50 *,ax

^f(0t dUtejcticuvo

Fairfield University Students Ontv
May net be combined with other otters.

visit HarlemSong.com

Sat 2, 5 & 8pm, San 3 & 7pm, Hon 12 Noon 17pm • Apollo Theater 4? 253 U 125th St
Take the O

' ~

theOOO© & O - and you're right there!

(000 and Hetro-North are just a few blocks away]

O

GET FREE PARKING AT KINNEY CENTRAL PARKING ON 125TH STREET
Central
Partial >frt«H

Mention code JHSCPS or bring the ad to the box office at time of purchase.*

"Student Only Specials"
MENTION SPECIALS WHEN ORDERING

,

i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i_.

PIZZA

ELYSA GARDNER, USA TODAY

til FROM $21 • TICKETHASTER 212397-7171 * GROUPS: 212-817-9108/800-992-3604

Fairfield University
•

THESE ARE NOT COUPONS

Call 330-0085 • FREE DELIVERY »7.»NI.J

"SASSY & SHOWSTOPPING."

or

• Fades
• Clipper Cuts
• Traditional Cuts

Business Hours: Wed-Sat 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
58 Post Road (203) 259-9132
On Black Rock/Fairfield Line

fj A NEW MUSICAL j
\UV£0NS7A0B\

BEN BRANTLEY, THE NEW YORK TINES

tra n

Specializing in:

,—

HggmBaaa
2 Large Cheese
s
I4.G0+tt*
additional tawneS 1.50

I Buy Any 3 Grinders ■
Get One FREE

Fairfield University Students Only
May not be combined with other offers.

Fairfield University Students Only
Mav not be combined with other otters.

I
I
I

PIZZA

PIZZA

i
I
i
i
I

Buy Any
Large Salad

Buy Any Grinder
and soda
s
5.00 M*
Fairfield University Students Oniv

r-

i
i

PIZZA

rm-iH.i.if.mim
Buy Any 2 Dinners
Get FREE

J Zucchini Sticks or Fried Dough j
i

Fairfield University Students Ootv
May not be combined with other offers.

PIZZA
mssmmm
Large Cheese
& 2 liter soda
s

9.50+*a*

additional topMnsSl.50
Fairtield Uoluersitv Students Only
May nol be combined with older otters.

i

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
.J

mmuaam

Get FREE Garlic Bread
Fairfield University Students Onto
May not be combined with other offers.

May not be combined with other otters.

PIZZA

PIZZA

2.00 OFF
Any Purchase
Over* 15.00

Buy Any Dinner
Get FREE
Garlic Bread

anmazsazaa
5

Fairfield University Students Only
Mav not be combined with other offers.

i
L.

Fairfield University Students Only
May not be combined with other criers.

12$th Street. Net valid fot Monday mattiieeiil&strictions apply. Offer expires 12/31/62

You've Got News

Get The Fairfield
Mirror in your
Inbox.
Register now on our website and automatically receive
an Email Edition of the paper with every new issue.
Headline News • College Sports • Campus Calendar
Local Weather • Daily Horoscope
Its the best way to stay informed... and its free.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
.!. '. SJ\

1

PIZZA

PIZZA

' J . V ,', jW.,]_>'V
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Editor: Stephanie Sierzputowski
E-mail: campuslife@fairfieidmirror.com

Freezing their butts off

AROUND THE 'HOUSE
ALISON MARSHALL

Students feeling the chill of smoking ban

Townhouse
basement
blues

BY LAURA PFEIFER

This week, I am sounding off
on what I find to be one of the most
frustrating aspects of townhouse
living: the basement. How might
four concrete walls and a boiler be
the cause for so much vexation,
you may ask. The answer is found
in two major points: their purpose
and their flooding.
Officially, basements are to be
storage space
only, though the
university is
"not responsible" for items
DID YOU
damaged due to
MISS IT?
flooding. ResiORIGINALLY
dents are prohibPUBLISHED
ited from setting
ON THE
up townhouse
MIRROR
basements in a
ONLINE.
living room configuration (couch, carpet, coffee
table, sweet little TV/VCR
combo), presumably because of
post-Seton Hall fire hazard concerns.
I have to wonder: at what
point do we stop being viewed as
a liability and start being treated
as young adults capable of making their own decisions? Frankly,
I am more concerned about the fire
hazard of having live electricity in
a room prone to floods (safety tip,
kids: live electricity + water =
"SON OF A [beep]!") than I am
about a smelly couch spontaneously combusting.
Let's examine the concept of
the basement bunker ban a little
further. There is a large, empty,
complete-with-electricity space,
but we are not to use it. I am reminded of the Orpheus
myth...anyone know what I am
talking about? Okay, here is the
short version.
Orpheus goes to bring his wife
back from Hades and does, but is
told if he looks back at her she will
be lost forever and stupidly he
does, and there you have it. What's
the connection? It's all about the
inability to resist temptation. Are
you going to have a party in your
living room where people can trash
everything, or are you going to risk
the forbidden basement, complete
with Beirut table (that is, at another
school because it was established
last week that there is no such thing
at Fairfield)?
SEE "WASTE" ON P:

8

-

It was a brisk, cold Friday
night; the kind of night that you
want to party but you figure because it is so cold, the fifth of Absolute is looking like a warm
jacket.
As I was walking back from
my car, I saw a group .of smokers
huddled together, perhaps hoping
that the flame from the lighter
would keep them toasty.
I saddled over to the group
and decided to brave the cold and
experience firsthand the effects of
Fairfield University's imposed
smoking ban in the dorms.
I began talking to a student
who wished to be called Virginia
Slims. According to Slims, the
smoking ban is a good thing.
"I don't even like the smell of
smoke in my room," Slims said.
But does she have a problem with
it now that it is winter?

"Now
James
I feel as if
Barber, '04,
I'm getagrees. "I
ting punthink it's
ished. I'm
pretty lame.
supposed
It's unfair
to
get
that
the
pneumoapartments
nia beand
the
cause I
townhouse
choose to
residents can
smoke?"
smoke.
asked
What about
Slims. "In
the juniors
the winter,
who
got
I would
stuck in the
smoke out
dorms?"
the winPut into
dow and
effect for the
then air
2002-2003
the room
academic
out
by
calendar
Toughen up guys, its only October.
opening
year,
the
the windows but putting the heat Fairfield University smoking
on full blast. It worked fine and it policy prohibits smoking in all secdidn't smell at all."
tions of academic and administra-

tive buildings. All eight dorms are
also smoke-free.
Last spring, the office of the
Dean of Students, Mark Reed,
asked FUSA Senate, IRHG, the
University Council comprised of
equal amounts of students, faculty
and administrators, and the Health
Center to give their opinions on the
smoking ban.
According to a previous Mirror article, Reed said that there was
an overall consensus that the
smoking ban was a good idea from
a safety and wellness perspective.
Katie Holahan '05, a nonsmoker, feels that the ban is useless. "The dorms are our place of
residence. I don't like smoking,
but if your roommate doesn't have
a problem with it, we pay enough
to go here, so who cares? Besides,
how much better is it that when
you're walking into the dorms,
there are smokers out there blowing smoke into your face?"

Body image issues problematic for men
Some guys turning to steroids and starvation
Elise Z. Harrison, Ph.D, who
has been a counselor for Fairfield
"Matt" is struggling with an- University's counseling service for
orexia, bulimia and compulsive eight years, said that she helps a
exercising. At times, he forces couple of men each year.
"It is not common, but I defihimself to only eat something as
miniscule as a leaf of lettuce a day. nitely see a couple men each year
When unable to control his with eating disorders and body imanorexic behaviors, Matt binges. age problems. But like women, I
Starting with a German chocolate suspect there are more men develcake, a pint of ice cream, and an oping eating disorders that have
entire bag of corn chips, he will not sought help."
Robin Kallman, a staff therafinish with Wendy's fast food.
The truth is, Matt, a student pist for the Renfrew Center, a foundation based on helping
people struggling with eating disorders and depression, also works at
Fairfield's counseling service once a week.
"For most men, like
alcoholism, men don't
want to admit that they are
in conflict. Food becomes
another way for them to
shut down their feelings.
Eating is a way to cope
with depression and anxiety."
Chris Donato/The Mirror
When
visiting
Men struggle with the Adonis Complex.
Fairfield University's
at Wake Forest University, isn't RecPlex, it is obvious that there are
alone. According to the National many students who care about
Eating Disorder Association, one their weight and shape.
"Go down to the RecPlex at
million males have eating disora busy time, like after three, and
ders.
Are men at Fairfield battling you will see everybody [males]
with the same eating problems as doing upper body machines, and
you will not see the leg machines
Matt? The answer is yes.
BY JULIE MCDERMOTT

being used that much," said Phil
Palumbo, director of recreation at
Fairfield University. "Men come
in with baggy pants hiding their
skinny legs."
Steroids are also common
among gym-goers. Palumbo,
along with Mark Ayotte, the head
athletic trainer, believe they do not
see steroid use on campus.
Harrison disagrees.
"Steroid use definitely goes
on. Occasionally people come in
for help for it. I definitely know
its out there," Harrison said. Students agree.
"The proliferation of steroid
use is all around us. The abuse of
anabolic steroids is prevalent in
professional atheletes at large.
Whether it's Barry Bonds or the
world speed skating champion,
questions will always be raised,"
said Casey Sullivan, '03.
"Students on campus look up
to these athletes as role models,"
Sullivan said. "Regardless of
NCAA guidelines, students nationally play Russian roulette with
their bodies."
Researchers have given the
name the "Adonis Complex" for
men who perceive their bodies as
perpetually puny, and are suffering from anorexia, bulimia, and
muscle dysmorphia. A growing
number of men are struggling with
these image problems.
Harrison believes the escalat-

ing number of men struggling with
eating disorders is related to the
images portrayed in the media and
throughout society.
"My sense is that there is a
lot more pressure on men to look
a certain way than there was a few
years back. When you look at the
male models, they are emaciated
like the women models."
I

I
I
I

Effects of Eating
Disorders

'Anorexia Nervosa: Bone loss
Ion the level of osteoporosis, as
I well as hair and skin dryness, carIdiac arrest, bone frailty, general
|weakness, insomnia, digestive
(problems, constipation, stunted
[growth and death.
■Bulimia Nervosa: Causes ul■cers, heart irregularities, dehydration, constipation, digestive
disorders, wearing down of teeth
'enamel and damage to hands,
I tongue, and esophagus from the
I stomach acid.
| Binge Eating Disorder: Causes
|obsesity, which leads to shortIness of breath, high blood pressure, osteoarthritis, heart and
I gallbladder disease.
.Bigorexia Nervosa (Adonis
Complex): Can cause muscle
'dysmorphia, muscle strain, and
'hernias, and can also lead to a deIsire to abuse steroids.
I
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The Grape's Halloween
party costume winners

Waste of
space

Congratulations to 1st place winner Ali Speed
and to 2nd place winners Chris Barnet, Chris
Bourassa, and Ryan Quinn.

Amy Womack/The Mirror

Chris Barnet, Chris Bourassa, and Ryan
Qujnn ag

«Weekend

CONTINUED FROM P.
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Let's focus on the more serious problem
with the basements: the flooding. A couple
of weeks ago, our basement flooded. Fine,
call maintenance, no big deal, right? Allow
me to say "Ha!" The maintenance man came,
went into the basement, re-emerged a mere
minute later and said, "Oh yeah, that's supposed to happen." Then he left.
We have mini-Venice downstairs, but it's
all right because the boiler needed to release
pressure. Now, I may know next to nothing
about plumbing, aside from the rule that one's
plumber pants need to be low enough to
prominently display an unsightly posterior, but
when we had a flood in the boiler room of my
mom's house, IT WAS NOT A GOOD
THING. I guess if a chunk of ceiling should
fall into my oatmeal tomorrow, it will be a;
good thing, as everyone knows it is "supposed
to happen" (ventilation purposes, you know).
Alison Marshall is a columnist for The
Mirror Online. For more columns by her, visit
www.fairfieldmirror.com

Amy Womack/The Mirror

at Bemie.s»

Subscribe to the print edition of

MIRROR
for $30 - just $1.50 per issue!

unlvers:

Mail in the following form to subscribe:
Name:

DDBO
Address:

City:

Zip

Mail subscription requests to:
The Mirror
Box AA, Fairfield University
I?\J2*«
1073 North Benson Road
5^' -^^tf^tS^S'
Fairfield, CT 06824
Make checks payable
to The Mirror.
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State

Subscriptions will
start with the Nov. 7
issue and will end
with our final issue
of the school year
in May.
Your subscription will help
continue the Mirror's growth!
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BY THE MIRROR ASTROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

Aries

/£Q

Cancer

Libra

Capricorn

March 21-April 20

t*7

June 22-July 22

Sept. 23-Oct. 23

Dec. 22-Jan. 20

A living conflict will rear its ugly head. You
realize that your roommate is growing fangs
and is nocturnal. Wear turtlenecks to bed.

«v/*

Taurus

O

April 21-May 20

Your claustrophobia begins to get to you when
you see that your room's measurements are
8x10. Get those skeletons out of the closet;
health and safety inspections will do you in.

3E

OCTOBER

Gemini
May 21-June 21

People will laugh at you when they hear your
Halloween costume. Although dressing up
as Christina Aguilera may have made sense a
few years ago, have you seen her lately?

Be prepared to be on Jerry Springer; though
dating a ghost may have seemed fun, it's too
kitschy to continue doing after Halloween.
Can't you find a nice person on campus?

a

Leo
July 23-Aug. 22

You will dress up as the "see no evil, hear no
evil, speak no evil" monkeys with your friends,
but make sure you don't end up with "see no
evil." It helps if you can see your way around.

np

Virgo
Aug. 23-Sept. 22

You shouldn't have made that deal with Satan; this is a Catholic school. You must have
broken 5 commandments. Shame on you.

The monster that lived under your bed as a
kid is coming for Homecoming weekend. It's
time to get over that phobia and welcome him
with open arms.

|U

Scorpio

•* V

Oct. 24-Nov. 21

Everyone around you starts to look like they're
ghosts and goblins. Check your calendar, you
silly lush - and stop drinking before 5 p.m.

Sagittarius

M
*V

Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Make sure you don't carry around a plastic
pumpkin. You run the risk of those Prep kids
breaking them open. They'll turn your spoils
into a candy pifiata in 5.3 seconds.

Dressing up like J-Lo is not the ideal Halloween costume. The stilettos will really kill
your feet when walking home from the beach.
That's right. No cabs in your future.
<^8>v^

Aquarius
Jan. 21-Feb. 19

You will see the Great Pumpkin late at night.
Maybe it wasn't such a good idea to drink
that Special Brew. Stay away and you won't
have a monster hangover in the morning.

X

Pisces
Feb. 20-March 20

Go to church on All Saints day. After dressing up as Glinda the Good Witch, you might
have bewitched one too many devils.

Cheers &BooOoOs

Send in your Cheers &
mirror @ fair 1. fairfield
:o nut cracker pajama pants...to getting in a
fight with Mecca Boy...to Brian McCallister,
so hot right now...to LaBelle's fruit platter and
Dear skin rug...to sleepovers in the G-Spot...to
Deing the only white person in CJ's...to Selma
Blair and her pearls...to McCarthy loving his
3arents...to "hey ma" in theTHbasement...to
Charlie always looking cute in plaid...to Sean
always eating fish...to easy Jogues girls...to
apple martinis...to Mrs. T waaaaasted at the
Crape...to the piggy outside Jogues...to FYE
»roup #56...to Braveheart being anything but
jornographic.to "Legs Wide Open," sung by
nafia...to Linda for bringing me homemade
:ookies when I'm 800 miles from home,
hanks babe...to Coach Hines and Coach
Iurgens...to the Camoflauge Cameleons...to
he BFNH and the Sh*t House, way to go
rirls...to the Mirage...to keg races Fairfield
girls can drink...to dancing the night away at
he Grape...to the end zone dance...to the Insanity, Pink Box and DD...to the Top Gun
flight crew...to Verdony's 22nd, happy
3irthday!...to being drunk for 48 hours
straight...to Gary Dean...to keg races being
way less scary than you thought...to Darren's
iance grooves getting easier every time...to
Deing rolled up like a taco...to your Dad offering to "cold cock" any guy that hurts
you...to the our lady peace concert...to having a pic of your roommate making "ugly boy"
face ...to not remembering a damn thing on
Saturday...to Suzy suck face...to actually running a lap before keg races...to Yolanda...to
Courtney, Lorraine, Jennie, and Coll, Sesso a
laCitta...to "bottle of red, bottle of white"...to
joner breakfast burritos...to being
'perkalated"...to family feast...to Anna's...to
:ornetto's alia crema...to dollar Heiney's and
12% beer, the Jolly...to Via San Gallo, "The
Palace"...to no RAs, no security, and no Fairfield po-po...to nutella...to my roommate, for
Deing a nazi duck woman and my mom...to
ill the sexual innuendo on claver 1 ...to White
Christmas and Binkie and their new found
love...to eating La Salsa with your best
friends...to rehashing Florence stories with
your SeeSTIR...to living with the best girls

on campus, yea HighTidc.to the Jogues 3
guy's RA, you are so hot...to late night keg
stands...to Top Gun in 108, thanks Mav...to
the pop the collar crew...to matty for crying
harder than any other man I know...to Dr.
Jennie and Mr. Creamer, the two faces of
JC.to going abroad...to easy @$$ classes,
enjoy BU 35,000...to faces and Wednesday
night all you can...to Elvis...to no cover
charges and no ids...to alO day vacation in
Ireland and Amsterdam...to Lynn's list of
@$$...to "Well, we found Paul"...to TH 66 for
having 8 kegs on a Monday...to natho being
ok for the record...to the pool party...to Nicki's
birthday...to Falco Presents...to father/daughter beirut...to getting your parents drunk and
then sending them home...to the parents of the
Guy's Dupe singing Margaritaville at the
Grape...to the Polish Irish mix...to Meghan
and 167, sh*t your smart...to our House Meeting, which consisted of a shot of tequila...to
Power Hour...to laughing with your best
friends...to the Tally on the wall...to late night
booty calls...to disco balls...to naked boys
prancing around, dawry...to parents
weekend...to attempting to hook up at 9:25
when your parents are supposed to be at your
door at 9:30...to the maaaad flava girlies...to
freshie girls, dawry...to mom's sauce and
meatballs...to 123 finally getting kegs...to free
pizza and movie...to around the world...to 20
oz. porterhouse...to parents getting wasted on
their weekend...to JK dancing and the mini
flash...to new gear...to getting the old table
back...to b-ball season starting up...to Spitty
McGec.to Kitty's bday...to guess who's back,
dj, back again, Rhondc.to Saturday night
drives to Philly for cheesesteaks...to flynn,
matty v., and fro'heir for going to Pat's...to
hockey, the boozin' game, not the sport...to
Barry Bonds losing, he loves steroids...to the
eagles...to double R losing money on the
Giants...to squirrels...to my cheers being better than tiki's...to the freshman football player
who hooked up with the sewer girl, good for
you...to getting us excited in the library, only
to let us down, such a disappointment...to
FUBLBH's parents at the Grape...to FUSA

f

he Mirror today!
Mail: Box AA

io the Mandy Moore look-alike who stole my
man...to coxswain in red skirts...to the girls
in Loyola with 9 pictures of themselves on
their door, come on girls, one was enough...to
roomies who don't take care of themselves
when they're sick and then get me sick...to
being a safety hazard in 2 states...to doors that
squeak, it's called WD 40, get some...to the
"sarcasm" somewhere in Campion 1 ...to stink,
"what mirror?"..,to stink, "why are you excited for the school paper to come out?" obviously a freshmen...to being scared shitless
after seeing the Ring...to not seeing the Ring
and still being scared...to Samara...to waking
up the morning after and wishing it was the
day before...to midterms...to having to sleep
in a loft after seeing the Ring...to not telling
people where to bring kegs after keg races...to
the evil person who stole the tap from the high
tide, you suck,...to smelling like La Salsa...to
eating Chinese food after keg races, big
mistake...to jumping in the sound with your
fleet card in your pocket...to chasing vodka
with ice cream...to Becky having the best bed
in the house...to weekends that end...to the
@$$hole that stole our tap...to eighth grade
being the best year of your life...to losing your
favorite red shirt at Central Park, seriously,
who does that?...to mosquitos. why won't you
just die?...to "Executive Board" meetings...to
Monterosso, Cinque Terre sucks...to catching
no Italian tail...to no dryer...to no Euro...to
peanut butter and crackers every day of my
life...to cool people...to the fact that the Jogues
3 guy's RA has a girlfriend...to the loser junior girls in Campion...to only foam coming
out at the keg races...to guys who don't call...to
boys piercing their nipples...to another weekend that went by too fast...to bleeding from
your @$$ (editor's note: whooooa)...to unidentified drunk bruises...to chasing shots with
ice cream...to the Lighthouse, if you don't
want people at your parties, don't live at the
Point...to having to hear about recurring
"drama"...to guys that got on top of the bar,
that's what girls are for...to getting poured
on...to low funds...to beer pong waiting
lists...to BaiTV Bonds...to missing calls...to bar

line
lines...to losing our cat every night...to Michigun losses (editor's note: yeah, its a shame
gan
the;
they suck and Ohio State and Notre Dame
con
continue to shine)...to spitting chocolate syrup
and peppermint schnapps all over yourself
wh
while your friends take pictures...to the freshmai
man girls screaming every night on Regis 3,
yot
you're
in college now kiddies, either close
you doors or regulate yourselves...to any team
your
nan
named
the Giants, they really suck...to always
con
counting the days until the inevitable...to the
idic that thinks I slept with the freshman, like
idiot
it's any of your business anyway, get a life...to
beii
being childish, it's senior year, relax...to cold
we;
weather...to girls who are just unlucky, don't
hati
hate, appreciate...to English psychologists...to
rue...to
having to explain your Halloween
rue
costume all night...to al Qaeda...to being
cos
hungoveron a Tuesday morning...to my spithur
ting problem, sorry Lynn...to massive amounts
ting
of
of!homework...to no jobs...to it being 500 degrees
grei in the Grape Monday night, would it
had killed them to open a door?...to the Grape
not being Halloween-themed every night...to
Brian and his bad after-school special perforBri
mance Sunday night at the beach while trymai
ing io drive home wasted...to bad quotes...to
16 pages and it's already 12:30...to quirky
computers, will they please run correctly for
con
one week?...to sneezing problems...to losing
your camera, how annoying is that...to being
you
called a "cheap wlr:re"...to getting no help...to
call
getting dirty looks for no reason...to paying
getl
an <arm and a leg to go to 200 nights, better be
worth
woi it man...to learning too much about guys
and their porn-watching habits...to Capstone
homework...to loud rap blaring in my ears...to
hon
waking up with my biker gloves still on,..to
wal
throwing
up the next morning...to falling on
true
your
yoi way to the bathroom...to the PR
midterm...to
being a senior and this being my
mic
first
firs entry in the cheers/boos section...to the
boy who wore the leopard thong...to people
stealing your idea for a costume...to there bestet
ing way more cheers every week and having
to fill
f in the boos with nonsense, don't you
people
have anything to complain about
pec
anymore?...to Gwen's stain sticked armpit
any
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ANIMATING FAIRFIELD...

EDITORIAL
Editorial Board:
Sean A. Hayes - Editor in Chief
Ethan L. Fry - Managing Editor, Content
Joshua J. O'Connell - Managing Editor, Design/Online
Chris Zeitz - Commentary Editor

SBRA vs. FUSA
This is Naut a big deal
With so much being said about the current fisticuffs going on
Detween FUSA and SBRA, we at The Mirror have to ask ourselves,
what's the big deal?
The SBRA probably should have realized a few people were gong to balk at a $110 event, but then again, it seems like students who
io decide to attend will reap the benefits of that extra cash. So, in an
ffort to adress complaints (whether it was one or a billion doesn't
natter) FUSA has decided to host another event at a much lower cost.
Let's not kid ourselves, folks. If ticket sales to 200 Nights have
Deen sluggish, it can hardly be blamed on people opting for the FUSA
ponsored event instead. College students are cheap; it's a fact of life.
Shouldn't we instead be applauding FUSA for stepping up and doing
omething? i
So for now, why don't we stop complaining about FUSA infringing on SBRA's turf and just be happy that at a school "where nothing
lappens" seniors will have one more event to attend this year.

Voting: The only way to be noticed
In a time when more and more Americans are becoming disenchanted with the political system, The Mirror feels it is now more
important than ever for students to take an active part in politics by
voting in the upcoming elections this Tuesday.
In the words of Ralph Nader, the Green Party's 2000 presidential
candidate and longtime public advocate, "If you don't turn on to politics, politics will turn on you." These words are truer today than they
ever were.
Too often, young people feel that they should not vote because
the political system does not affect them. All political issues affect
the entire voting population, and arguably young people more than
anyone.
Although issues such as prescription drug care for the elderly are
currently prominent subjects, it is important for students to realize
that matters such as this, at a glance not even remotely related to student concerns, are important not only because they affect the wellbeing of the nation in the long run, but also because there is no one of
voting age around now who will be around longer than students.
Issues that seem to only affect elderly people are put on the political front-burner because elderly people have the highest voter turnout
every election. If students and other young people turned out to vote
in high numbers every election, one could expect to see politicians
buttering up to people our age instead.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority
of The Minor Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
Write to us: commentary@fairfieldmirror.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
BoxAA
1073 North Benson Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430

News: (203) 256-6600
Advertising: (203) 256-6594
Editor in Chief: (203) 256-6529

The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to commentary@fairfieldmirror.com
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Family's Sept. 11 loss overlooked
To the Editor:
"No student at Fairfield University was affected more by the
Sept. 11 attacks than Sharon Hoey,
'04. Patrick A. Hoey, Sharon's father and a Port Authority of New
York employee, was killed that
day."
Those are some very bold
statements; untrue, but bold. My
name is Brian Callahan and I am a
freshman here. My father, Liam
Callahan, also died on Sept. 11. He
was a police officer for the Port
Authority. Sharon Hoey was not
the only student to lose someone.
Granted, you state later that
Sharon was the only current undergraduate student to lose someone
on Sept. 11, but did you ever consider the possibility that one of the
large number of incoming students
might have lost someone on Sept.
11? That is quite a large possibility to overlook. I am not sure if I

am the only other student to have
lost someone, I won't make that
assumption. If there are others, I
think that they are as angered as I
am.
"Victim" or not, I would say
that this article has caught others
off guard. I know friends of mine
were upset by reading this article,
and I would bet that many students
here on campus have friends who
have lost someone and would be
upset.
From the tone of your article,
you make it seem like Sept. 11 was
a tragedy exclusive to Sharon and
her family. Sept. 11 was a national
tragedy which has affected people
all over.
Also, you listed Sharon as
working for the Port Authority of
New York. It is the Port Authority
of New York and New Jersey. The
Port Authority has been greatly
overlooked when it comes to its
losses. The Port Authority lost 37

police officers, more than the
highly publicized New York Police
Department which lost 25. The
Port Authority as a corporation lost
even more highly important members of the company. The World
Trade Center was built and owned
by the Port Authority, a fact that
many people are unaware of or
seem to over look.
The Mirror is supposed to be
the voice of the student body and
the school. This article is an awfully poor reflection of what you
are trying to accomplish. I am very
upset by this article and will have
to think hard before I consider The
Mirror a reputable piece of journalism.
Sincerely,
Brian Callahan, '06
Please see the clarification on p. 2

Fairfield s response to Ms. Hoey was "disheartening"
To the Editor:
In response to the article about
Sharon Hoey and the 9/11 Memorial Scholarship, it angers me that
I attend a university that regularly
forgets its responsibility to students in the intangible ways. I refer to that "Jesuit spirit" they expect us to uphold, when clearly so
many administrative officials do
not.
This is not the first time the
university has chosen to act like a
business and forget that they are
supposed to be humane, but it is
one of the most offensive. It was
disheartening to read the excuse

that no one knew how much would
be given by other institutions in the
country etc. This should in no way
influence the university's decision
to institute a scholarship and
whether or not to give it to the
people who need it.
The money that Hoey received from other organizations is
surely not enough to replace her
father, or the income that he would
have brought in yearly. It is disgraceful for the university to deny
her the scholarship and then give
it to students with alumni ties-yes
that's right, not just all students
with need, but those who are connected to Fairfield alumni. As a stu-

dent who does receive financial aid
and has at least as much need as
the next person, I am wholly disappointed in the officials who made
these decisions to deny her this
scholarship and could care less
whether she already has enough in
the bank to pay her tuition. The
qualifications should be only how
someone was affected by the 9/11
attacks. From the responses I've
heard to this story, the student voice
says that how she was affected by
9/11 is enough; I think it's about
time someone started listening.
Sincerely,
Caroline Conway, '04
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Time to dress like a fool... Halloween at Fairfield

HE saU.~ She saU
Don
Partyka

Lynn
Raimonda

Picture this. 5:30 p.m. on a Thursday, the Halloween party was that night at my friend's house and I had
no costume. Then it hit me. I went to CVS, bought a
bottle and a box of depends. I took a white undershirt
and wrote "Baby Gut" on it. I showed up at the party
as a giant toddler, and went around to all the ladies asking, "are you my mommy?"
Halloween is a time for fun and debauchery. You
get to dress up, act like an idiot and absolutely best of
all, there're hundreds of girls dressed like cats, devils,
and girls of low moral caliber, (but my favorite of course
is Britney Spears).
I suggest though, you make your costume as original as possible. I must admit, at the Halloween party
at the Grape there were several mentionable costumes, including weekend at Bernie's
(Booby Trap), an awesome Bert and Ernie and by far
the best I' ve ever seen or heard of, six girls with shower
rings around them, with red curtains hanging down.
Then they got into Beirut formation, along with two
big Styrofoam balls and they drank a beer whenever
someone sunk one.
But Halloween isn't all fun and games, be very
aware because there are a few bad apples out there
who engage in the negative practice of pranking. This
can include anything from toilet paper to eggs, to soapy
windows, the hotfoot (paper bag with dog poop in it
on a doorstep set on fire), to liquid soap in the back of
a toilet (it bubbles over lots), saran wrap over the toilet seat, and any other number of not very nice things.
I suggest everyone be on the lookout for such activity.
The past three years of Halloween here have been
great. I must say that when you look like me, you look
forward to every opportunity you can to wear a mask.
Final thoughts: Ladies, the less you wear the better. If you can rock that black or even better skin colored leotard as a part of your costume, go for it. Go
exotic. Something different than the regular low-cut
jeans or black pants and hoochie shirts you regularly Lynn and Don answer the tough
wear. The more revealing the better, less is always
more. Guys, remember to treat them like they're lucky that you're bothering to talk to
them and the rest will fall into place.
Fortunes. Freshmen: you'll get written up while in costume. Sophomores: You'll
get very sick in costume. Juniors: You whether in costume or not. Seniors: Last Halloween, make it count.

So, the time of year comes again when we can look
incredibly ridiculous and get away with it, ow ow ow!
Halloween is great, and for whatever reason, college
brings back the excitement that comes along with it from
15 years ago.
Until becoming a student at Fairfield, I thought
Halloween had permanently lost its charm in fourth
grade when I was a safety patroller during the parade
and the main door of Hillview Elementary School somehow closed on my finger. Emergency room, yikes. After that I was the classic costume repeater - "Dopey"
from Snow White twice, "Phil Rizzutto" three times,
and "the green m & m" at least five times. Halloween,
I thought, was just some excuse to get free candy (which
my dad always stole anyway,) and I definitely milked that part of it as long as possible.
I didn't quite understand the insanity of this
holiday freshman year until we had to frantically
cut cat and mouse ears from construction paper to
be "dressed up." We realized that from that point
on, we'd have to go all out on this fine holiday to
even try to measure up to the elaborate costumes
we saw.
Since then, we've planned our costumes
months in advance. This particular Halloween idea
was thought of in July and only completely came
together last week. I'm sorry, but I don't think I
can give it away.
Some tips for dressing up on Halloween:
1. Group costumes are always a plus — that
way there are more of you that come together and
it's a bigger hit. Also, you all look silly, not just
one of you.
2. Be creative. My all time favorite costume
that was the human mammogram machine I saw
last year. Classic!
3. Realize this is the one opportunity you have
in an entire year to be something or someone totally different. Take advantage of that. Maybe
Virginia Meade/The Mirror
you've always secretly dreamed of being a diva, a
questions on "Call me Crazy"
scuba diver, or even a blade of grass. Well tonight's
your night to shine; you can be anything you want, and tonight it's acceptable.
4. Do it yourself. The absolute best costumes are not the ones easily bought in
stores, but rather the ones that have been thought of and individually put together to
make a perfect ensemble.
Good luck with your costumes, and have fun tonight!!

QUESTION OF THE WEEK
BY AMY TORCHEN

& VIRGINIA MEADE

What are you going to be for Halloween?
mm

I'm being a blue crayola
crayon because a prank
phone call told me to.
- Christie LaRusso, '06

We're being the Village
People. YMCA, man!
- Robyn Raber, '06
- Jennifer McGrath, '06

I'm being my Big
Brother!

Danny Jurgens, '04

JJ We're being
a six pack!

I'm being a
clown... haha

(Ryan) I'm going to be
the head ofa nudist
colony...

- Lacrosse
Plavers, '06

- Jen Scifo, '04

- Ryan Tracy, '03
Nick Totaro, '04
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Field hockey faces must-win game
BY MARK BEALIN

The field hockey team (7-9,3-2 Patriot
League) has been able to overcome six onegoal loses, including four overtime loses, to
be in position to defend their Patriot League
championship.
Head coach Jackie Leonard said she is,
"very happy" with how the team is playing.
If Fairfield beats Lafayette (15-2) on
Saturday, and Holy Cross loses its next
game, Fairfield will make it into the tournament seated third. The Stags will likely
play either American orBucknell in the first
round. Fairfield lost to both teams by one
goal this year.
The team has been lead by its three seniors Kara Lynch, Dani Brown, and Liz
Croney. "We lost eight seniors from last
year and these three have been players we
can really count on," said Leonard. Brown
■HI

Liz Croney passes a defender,
leads the team with nine goals including four
game winners. Lynch has been one of the
toughest defensemen in the Patriot league
and Carney has been a tremendous leader

Chris Donato/The Mirror

at center midfield.
The team has had many close games in
the league with 10 of 16 games being decided by two goals or less.

The Stags have shown great improvement. In September, Fairfield was 3-6, but
has bounced back to post a record of 4-3 in
October. The competition has been much
stronger in October as well. In games
against Pacific, Lehigh and Columbia, the
Stags showed their improvement by winning
all three games.
If the team is able to get a birth in the
Patriot League Tournament, Leonard is very
optimistic about their chances. "This team
has its own personality. We are really starting to come together and trusting one an
other," Leonard said.
Fairfield has won three out of its last
four games and four out of its last six. The
team looks to carry their momentum into
their next two contests and hopefully make
a run in the Patriot League tournament.
Fairfield faces Lafayette in a must-win
game on Saturday at 11 on Varsity Field.

——
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WHERE ARE
YOU GOING
AFTER GRADUATION?

Make a difference in the world
Work for peace and justice
Do a year of post-graduate service
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Cerchio, Stags win third game of the year
CONTINUED FROM P.

16

was named MAAC Offensive
Player of the Week, completing 23
of 37 pass attempts for 335 yards,
and rushing for 48 yards and a pair
of touchdowns.
Also of note, senior receiver
Andrew Turf moved into second
place all-time at Fairfield with 139
receptions.
All told, the Stags rolled up
500 yards of total offense against
Canisius, picking up their third win
of the season.

"The players did a fantastic
job of executing the game plan,"
said Bernard. "They deserve all
the credit."
The Stags will need more performances like the one they received against Canisius to stay in
contention in the MAAC. This
week, St. Peter's comes to Alumni
Field for the annual homecoming
game, a game the Stags need to
win to stay in the hunt for a MAAC
title.
"St. Peter's is a solid football
team. They run the ball very well

and are quick defensively," said
Bernard.
In order for the Stags to close
on a high note, look for the offense
to turn to their record-holder
Watson.
"We will rely on him big time
over the next three weeks," said
Bernard.
"We still have a good chance
of finishing second in the conference, a lot of people don't know
that," said Watson. "We have
some tough games left, but if we
win them we can be right there."

Mike Cerchio completed 23-37 Saturday.

Am

v womack/The Mirror

Women's soccer looks
to clinch MAAC

1160131 blsi'iiitH
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ipffeii jpi=
The recruiting program only has
opportunities in finance and insurance,,
>
Kelly Chappie '04 in warmups.

Danny Schwartman/The Mirror
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become a tough rival, but we expect to win."
Fairfield travels to Loyola on
Friday before playing away to
Rider on Sunday, a potential semifinal opponent for the Stags in next
weekend's four-team MAAC
Tournament in Poughkeepsie,
New York.
Piechocki says the conference
tournament will be wide open, but
admits the Stags look forward to a
possible Loyola-Fairfield championship game.
"Ideally I would say yes. But
when it comes down to the tournament, anything can happen,"
Piechocki said. "Whatever team
shows up that day - on any given
, day, any. team could.win.", —

CONTINUED FROM P.

MAAC teams," Piechocki added.
Loyola has had similar success in its conference games as
well, outscoring MAAC opponents 20-2 while ranking second
to the Stags in just about every statistical category.
The Greyhounds are 6-0-1 in
the MAAC, the team's lone blemish coming in a 1-1 tie against
Marist.
"It's going to be a hard-fought
game. We're going to need to
move the ball along the outside and
try to take advantage of their outside defenders," said Meghan King
'05, who was named MAAC
.Player of the. Week.. '.'They.have

V * £ V -i v '
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Recruit!rug programs are controlled by the outside job market, and
grants! financial services is a major component of tht job market
However, we always make an effort to find recruiters in popular
career fields. In recent years owe recruiters have inebded;
- Camuhmg firms - Communications m4 Publishing firms
- Pharmaceuticals ~ Government and M&fipmf$t agencies

*•*

Oh* and yes* we do have some excellent insurance and finance
recruiters.

Call the Career Planning Center

for an appointment with a counselor.

Fairfidd
UNIVERSITY

Phone: 214*4081

Dolan Hall Room I10
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
HOCKEY

CREW

The Stags dropped to 0-3, following a 3-2
overtime loss to Vermont last Saturday.
Craig Schnappinger made 34 saves for
Fairfield, while Rae Metz and Lyon Porter
scored the team's two goals. Fairfield plays
host to Connecticut on Saturday and travel to
Bentley on Sunday.

The Stags competed at The Head of the
Fish Regatta in Saratoga, New York last
weekend. Despite terrible weather conditions, the team put forth a good showing
against teams that included Rhode Island
and West Point. Fairfield hosts an Alumni
Race on Saturday before racing in the
Dowling Invitational on Sunday.

INTRAMURALS

SWIMMING
The men's and women's teams lost to
Rider last Saturday in the teams'
season-opening meet. The men lost
130-98, while the women fell 123115. Fairfield swims at Providence on
Saturday.

The Punch Bowl Spikers won the intramural volleyball championship last week. Due to continued field conflicts and safety
concerns, the remainder of the regular season in flag football
and soccer has been cancelled. Playoffs
will begin Saturday. Schedules will be available today in the
RecPlex.

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

Co-

Fairfield remained undefeated in the
MA AC with a 3-1 win over Loyola
last weekend. The Stags are now 1212 overall and 3-0 in the conference.
Kristin Anderson had 20 kills, while
Laurie Brands had 12 kills and 13
digs. Fairfield plays Iona tonight and
Canisius on Saturday, both at home.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

PLAYER: Rashawd Watson ' 04
SPORT: Football
POSITION: Running Back
HOMETOWN:
Brentwood, New York

HOMECOMING WEEKEND
THURSDAY OCT. 31
Women's Volleyball vs Iona @ 7

Watson became Fairfield's all-time leading rusher by gaining
91 yards on the ground in Fairfield's win against Canisius last
Saturday. Watson now has 1,251 career rushing yards, breaking Adam Ferreri's mark of 1,225 yards between '97-00.

FRIDAY NOV. 1
Cross Country at MAAC Championships @ 1:30
Women's Soccer at Loyola @ 3
Men's Soccer vs Loyola @ 7

PLAYER: Mike Cerchio ' 03
SPORT: Football
POSITION: Quarterback
HOMETOWN:
Red Bank, New Jersey

SATURDAY NOV. 2
Field Hockey vs Lafayette @ 11
Swimming at Providence @ 11
Football vs St. Peter's @ 1
Women's Volleyball vs Canisius @ 5
Hockey vs Connecticut @ 7

Cerchio completed 23-37 passes for 335 yards in the Stags'
win last Saturday. The 6-foot-4 senior was also named coMAAC Player of the Week after gaining 48 rushing yards and
two touchdown runs.

SUNDAY NOV. 3
Crew at Dowling Invitational
Field Hockey vs Yale @ 1
Men's Soccer vs Rider @ 1
Women's Soccer at Rider @ 1
Hockey at Bentley @ 5

Send suggestions who you think should be named
Athlete of the Week to sports@fairfieldmirror.com.
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Editor: Mike Pignataro
E-mail: sports@fairfieldmirror.com

Watson helps Stags run past Canisius
BY BRYAN CASWELL

It was a week filled with
achievement for the football team,
led by junior running back
Rishawd Watson, who broke the
all-time Fairfield rushing record in
Saturday's 21-14 win over
Canisius.
Watson broke the record with
10 minutes remaining in the second quarter, with a seven yard run
on a very muddy Alumni Field. "It
feels great, it's the best feeling,"
said Watson of his record.
Watson, a junior from
Brentwood, New York, totaled 91
yards on the ground on Saturday,
pushing his career total to 1,251.
Adam Ferreri, who was a senior
when Watson was a freshman, held

associated
the
previous
with football
record of 1,225
players, so he
yards. "He was a
has had to rely
great friend,"
on other methWatson said. "He
ods of picking
showed me a lot
up
yards.
of
different
"I'm elusive, I
things, I wish he
have to be bewas there to see
cause strength
me break the
is not my best
record."
attribute," said
Watson also
Watson.
"I
gives a lot of
see
the
hole
credit to the
better than a
coaching he has
Amy Womack/The Mirror
Rashawd
Watson
became
Fairfield's
all-time
leading
rusher.
lot of other
received
at
running backs
Fairfield, and to
in the league,
his mother. "The coaches have re- said head coach Joe Bernard. "The
and
when
I
get
into
one-on-one
ally helped me out since I've been entire team is proud of his record."
situations,
I
know
no
body
can take
Watson, listed at 5-foot-8 and
here."
me
down."
"Rishawd is a super person," 160 pounds, does not have the size

"He has the heart of a lion,"
Bernard said of what his running
back brings to the team.
With three more games this
year and an entire senior season
still left for Watson, he still has the
chance to add significantly to his
total, though he would not speculate as to how much distance he
would put between himself and his
old friend Ferreri. "I always try to
do my best. I think there's a plan
for everybody, and I do my best to
get the most out of it," Watson said.
Watson's record breaking day
was the crowning achievement of
a Fairfield offensive explosion that
saw two other Stags also get recognition.
Quarterback Mike Cerchio
SEE "CERCHIO" ON P.
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Stags look ahead to Greyhounds
Men's soccer team battles
Loyola for No. 1

I

No. 1 women's soccer team
travels to No. 2 Loyola

BY MIKE THEILE

BY MIKE PIGNATARO

The men's soccer team faces its biggest rival Friday, as they host the Loyola
Greyhounds.
Fairfield (6-5-1, 3-0 MAAC) and
Loyola (7-4-3,4-0-1) are the two top teams
in the conference right now, and are both
undefeated in conference play. But this Friday, there will be a chance for both teams to
show who is the more dominant in the conference.
Last year the Greyhounds got the better of the Stags, as they defeated them 2-1
in double overtime, when Miguel Abreu
scored the game winner in the 114th minute.
This was a bitter loss for Fairfield because
it was its first of the season.
This year the rivalry is expected to heat
up again as these two powerhouse teams
duke it out to see who is the best in the
MAAC.
"We will be ready for them on Friday,"
said head coach Carl Rees. "I think our past
games have made us psychologically prepared for this game."
Rees says his team does not fear the
Greyhounds because they have been preparing for this type of game all season and
learning from past games this year to help
their preparation as well.
"We are not scared of any team right
now," said defender Gregg Williams '04.
"Loyola is a type of team that gets up for
every game, but we will be ready for them.
It will be a close, but we will win." ,

Having dominated the conference season so far this year, with a perfect 7-0 record,
the women's soccer team faces undefeated
Loyola Friday in a game that will help determine the MAAC regular season champion.
The Stags are once again vying for the
MAAC regular season title, after finishing
second to Loyola last year.
According to head coach Maria
Piechocki, Friday's game will be a defensive battle where the Stags will need to take
advantage of the few opportunities they may
get.
"It's going to come down to putting our
chances away," Piechocki said. "Whichever
team plays better defense will come out on
top. Loyola is a tough defensive team that
is very stingy."
Fairfield has also been tough defensively this year in its conference games, giving up just one goal in seven MAAC games.
The biggest reason for the Stags' defensive dominance has come from freshman
standout goalie Katie Ely, who has recorded
six shutouts this season.
"I knew Katie was going to be very
good coming in as a freshman," Piechocki
said. "She has all the tools and excellent
soccer training background - and she still
has potential to be even better."
Although Fairfield has cruised through
its MAAC season so far, outscoring conference opponents 24-1, the Stags have had a

Stags in action against Manhattan.

Captain Justin Thompson '03 also feels
confident for the upcoming battle with
Loyola.
"Right now, we are No. 1 in the MAAC
and the team to beat, so we are the only ones
that can lose it for ourselves," said Thompson. "Our strength in character, and us being such a close knit team will help us prevail on Friday."
The match-up will take place at
Fairfield on Friday night, and expectations
are high for a close and hard fought game.
"They are our biggest rival right now,"
said midfielder Spencer Collum '03. "We
know it will be close, but as long as we play
our game, we will be victorious."

Danny Schwartzman/The Mirror

Katie Ely '06 in action.

dismal 1-6-2 record against non-conference
opponents.
Piechocki attests the Stags' conference
success to the team's drive and mental
toughness against MAAC opposition.
. "We know when we play MAAC
teams, our players will get up for the game.
It's important for us to do well in conference games because as far as winning the
conference tournament and getting an
NCAA bid - we know that's where our
postseason lies," Piechocki said.
"All the teams in the MAAC want to
beat up on Fairfield, in any sport, that just
gives our players added incentive against
SEE "WOMEN'S" ON P.
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Concerts
at Levee
inspire CD
BY MEGAN MCGORY

Will this friendship ever end? Rumors of season ten linger among top execs.

www.nbc.com

November
sweeps
Who will clean house?
primetime following, should rival NBC's hit
Will & Grace in premise and E's Anna
Nicole Show in ratings drop. Sound thrilling? The show will follow Liza Minnelli
and David Gest as they plan and host intimate dinner parties with an eclectic collection of celebrity friends.
The couple will host actors, sports
icons, and other luminaries at parties in their
swank Manhattan penthouse to prove that
they are both "normal" and "very much in
love." Adding to the gayness (that's happiness, folks) are musical performance^, surprise guests (or maybe that's Gests?), and
unexpected, "unguarded" moments. Whatever.
In addition to this epitome of marital
bliss, VH1 is adding six educational new
series. Look for a very special look at inhouse prison bands, Music Behind Bars, and
Rock the House, a hip,

BY TARA CASEY

It's that time of year again! Get ready
for November sweeps, folks. It appears as
though the chill in the air is bound to carry
over to shows both old and new.
Getting the ix-nay mid-season is NBC's
Friday night family drama, Providence.
Sorry to see it go? Don't fret! According
to unconfirmed rumors, it may be replaced
with a spin-off: Law & Order: Providence...
Speaking of spin-offs, remember the rumor
that Friends' Matthew Leblanc would star
in one? Hey, you never know. NBC's great
Must-See Thursday suspense continues,
picking up from last year, when there was
much hype that a certain top-rated show may
have been on its last legs. Are we still going to have our Friends next year? Sure, it
sounded like after nine seasons, the end of
the line had come.
Now, according to a net
work exec, the Emmy-winning Central Perk gang will
be back for round ten, giving
them another season and a
half to mix and match the coffee crew and let unlucky-inlove Phoebe and Joey in on the
action.
Mirror, mirror, on the wall,
who's the fairest one of all? Why,
Liza Minnelli is, of course. Following in the footsteps of some of
America's classiest (Anna Nicole
Smith and Ozzy Osbourne, for example), Liza will star in a reality
show, creatively entitled Liza
& David, that is bound to
be an absolute ratings
smash. The show,
VHl's desperate attempt to lure in a Aaron is ABC's ratings darling in The Bachelor,

AMBER GETS NAKED
In an interview with
The Mirror, Amber
discusses her new
CD and dance
music's struggles
Page B3 Mnratim MrnnA

www.abc.com

The

kick-butt answer to TLC's Trading Spaces,
in which musicians redecorate fans' homes.
Waiting to get sprung? Well, for spring
to spring, anyway. Here's more exciting
news: American Idol 2 is getting ready to
roll for 2003! It's time for more tears, heartache, and cruelty-and that's just among the
judges.
Yep, it's official: Paula, Randy, and
Simon all plan to return for AI2. And apparently season one didn't hold enough controversy, as the hit show will add a fourth
judge to the panel.
Haven't gotten your reality TV fill yet?
Maybe it's The Bachelor you can't get off
your mind. Neither can a recent woman
scorned, Christi. The former Miss Idaho is
convinced that she wasn't supposed to get
the ax when she did. Aaron Buerge, the
bachelor himself, describes his former date
as "emotionally unstable." Look for Christi
to star in a tear-filled future movie on Lifetime, speaking candidly about the cruel
treatment she received from the other
bachelorettes, and of course, Buerge.
Meanwhile, Aaron still doesn't know
how he'll make the difficult choice of
a future ex-wife among several smitten strangers. The pressure is on
as he looks for "the one."
Sadly, for some sadistic
reason, America will be
watching. How much is
too much? Only time
will tell, but right now,
cartoons "get real"
more than the reality TV genre.
Not a fan?
Grin and bear it
or hit the power
button!
Happy viewing.

Goes On

When one puts college and music into
the same context, one thinks of a college
radio station, or the plethora of college
bands, but rarely ever record labels. Dave
Grazynski and Nick Mercadante, '04, may
be young, but
they've already
managed to successfully launch
Last Night's Escape
Records
(LNE), hoping to
produce professional music by aspiring bands. Simultaneously,
Grazynski and
Mercadante
MERCADANTE
teamed up to bring
a whole new set of fun and entertaining concerts to Fairfield University.
As many may recall, The Mirror previously published an article on the WVOF
Hostile Takeover Concert Series, and since
then many similar events (run by Grazynski)
have taken place at the Levee. These concerts are affiliated with WVOF simply for
manpower and promotional support. The
Recording Club and WVOF have worked
closely to record these shows for a live compilation album titled "...and the Levee
Broke," which is to be produced by LNE
and released in January or February.
So far, the four concerts (with one run
by WVOF and three by Grazynski) have
featured Grover Dill, Set for Stun, The
Quiet Turnaround, Collapse Computer,
SaveFace, Redrover, Madison Prep,
Barstow, The Battlecats, Elvis McMan, and
The Bombsite Boys. The next big show, a
costume bash, is coming on Oct. 31 with
The Skeptics (from Boston) the Dubnicks
(also from Boston) and the Red Hot
Valentine's (from Chicago). November only
holds one show by Grazynski, an all acoustic night with hot chocolate for everyone.
The featured bands scheduled for that
night are Jonnie Proud, A Moment's Wake,
Dartboard Professional, and Tarmak. Dec
5 is the last show of the series featuring
SEE "MORE" ON P.

MORE FROM BOND
The latest 007 movie,

"Die Another Day,"
v A series on dance music's resurgence...
...and the genre's strive for credibility on the radio. offers lots of homages
to previous efforts

Interviews with Amber, Chris Cox of thuftdefp«s.s,
that will thrill fans
and heads of influential labels in the industry!
New storv each Monday at www;£drfiddmirror.eorti!
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Amber bares all in exclusive Mirror interview
New CD "Naked", plight ofdance music and industry in general discussed
Since the fall of disco, dance music has
struggled to make waves on the radio. There
have been sporadic moments. One of the
people who have had the most success in
the genre the past 10 years has been Amber.
Entering the scene in 1995 with "This
is Your Night," a top 20 hit on the Billboard
charts, she's consistently proven to be able
to stay relevant to dance audiences with
tracks like "Love One Another," "Sexual (Li
Da Di)," "Above the Clouds," and her part
in the Studio 54 soundtrack song "If You
Could Read My Mind." In an interview with
The Mirror, Amber discussed her latest CD,
her efforts to reach a wider audience and
the struggles dance music is facing.
MIRROR: Your new CD, Naked, has
a variety of songs, and you're branching
out quite a bit. What were you aiming to
do with it?
AMBER: With this CD I was finally
released from my contract from my production team. It was very important to get away
from the pigeon-holing of just being a dance
artist. I consider myself a vocalist, a
songwiriter, and an artist. I wanted to prove
that there was more to me than a fast-type
beat. Dance music in general doesn't have
substance. I'm at a point where I'm trying
to bring a difference to that and show a different side to me. As layered as my life is, I
wanted to show that. I have a different mood
each day - it reflects a variety of different
styles.
M: You've done something a little different with your songs on the new disc
vs. much of the dance music out there
SEE "AMBER" ON P.
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Anything but boring, everything but classy
BY: CHRIS DONATO

Is it raunchy? Yes. Is there an excess of
bathroom humor? Of course. But the bottom line is that "Urinetown" the musical is
the most original and unorthodox Broadway
show I have ever seen. Everything about the
play is different from other musicals yet
oddly the same. Let me explain.
The show takes place in a stereotypical
city some time in the distant future. Over
the last 20 years there has been a severe
draught leaving the city in a state of decay.
A large corporation, UGC (Urine Good
Company), has persuaded the cities officials
to outlaw the use of private bathrooms to
conserve water, forcing the citizens to use
the UGC public bathrooms for an
unnegotiable fee. After years of putting up
with Caldwell B. Cadwell, the CEO of
UGC, the people of the city decide to revolt. They are poor, mistreated and anytime
someone urinates in public they are taken
to Urinetown, which actually means they are
killed.
(I know it sounds like I just ruined the
play but that's the funny thing the narrator
himself tells you this fact about 10 minutes
into the story. He just blurts it out for all to

Who said dirty jokes were to be kept in the
hear. And that's not all he gives away either. Through out the rest of the play he
rudely interjects given away other key elements.)
After the climactic revolt the rest of the
play is filled with love, death and, of course,
more bathroom humor.
The story isn't complex and the jokes
aren't even very clever and that is what gives
"Urinetown" a unique, laid back, personal
feel. The show isn't filled with the usual "in-

tellectual humor" and heart-breaking drama
found in so many "classic" Broadway
shows.
The cast is comprised of many returning Broadway actors such as Tony winner
John Cullum, Nancy Opel, Jeff McCarthy,

and Ken Jennings. Each actor appears so
comfortable on stage joking with the other
cast members that it almost seems like they
are ad-libbing the entire time.
The star of the show is Jeff McCarthy
who plays the role of Officer Lockstock.
This straight nosed, hard working police
chief narrates and brings a sense of
lampoonish humor to the stage. His short
monologues and candid banter with fellow
characters gives the play a flow that holds
the audience's attention.
What makes the show similar to past
Broadway greats is the blatant but purposeful imitation of musical scores and dance
numbers. The opening number resembles
"Les Miserables'" with dramatic music and
synchronized dancing, while the climactic
dance number is obviously a duplicate of
the "West Side Story" choreography of Bob
Fossy. This comedic technique, rather than
giving a cheesy air to the show, adds a very
effective satirical element that keeps the
audience laughing.
"Urinetown" may seem to be an immature story on the surface but it is truly a wellpieced together musical that I recommend
to anyone looking to have a truly entertaining theatrical experience.
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Most anticipated movie releases
Harry Potter
and the Sorcerer's Secrets

8 Mile
Release Date: Nov 8
Why the excitement? The story concerns a young man, against all odds, transcending his surroundings and finding meaning and purpose. Starring Eminem.
Although at first glance "8 Mile" might
come off as a low-key, biopic of a vulgar white
rapper, similar to 1991's disastrous "Cool as
Ice," its filmmakers insist that it is anything
but. Producer Brian Grazer, whose most recent project was "A Beautiful Mind," states,
"I wanted to make a movie that covered our
understanding of hip-hop, and to do that you
need a point of view. I thought Eminem could
bring that."
The script depicts one week in the life of
Jimmy, a talented freestyler whose dreams of
escaping his prison of a hometown are hindered by his commitment to the streets and
his mom (Kim Bassinger). Ultimately,
Jimmy's friend Alex (Brittany Murphy) inspires him to embrace his goals and put his
talents to use.
Eminem has the uncanny ability to take
on numerous roles in his music, so being able
to see him act on screen should be both disquieting and provocative. It all boils down to
whether or not Eminem can evoke both the
mannerisms and facial expressions inherent
in fine actors. "8 Mile" should attract both rap
buffs and intense movie goers. Who knowsit might even receive Oscar nods.

Movies
Edited by Keith Whamond
NOVEMBER 1st
I Spy
Director: Betty Thomas
Stars: Eddie Murphy, Owen Wilson
Plot: Based on a '60s TV show which starred
starred Bill Cosby and Robert Culp.

The Santa Clause 2: The Mrs.
Clause
Director: Michael Lembeck
Stars: Tim Allen, Spencer Breslin
Plot: Tim Allen returns to the role of Santa
Claus, but in the sequel, he must get
married by Christmas Eve or stop being
Santa Claus forever.

The Weight of Water
Director: Kathryn Bigelow
Stars: Catherine McCormack, Sean Penn
Plot: 'The Weight of Water" focuses on a
reporter (McCormack) and her husband
(Penn) as they research the axe murder of
two women in 1873.

NOVEMBER 8th
Femme Fatale
Director: Brian De Palma
Stars: Rebecca Romijn-Stamos,

Die Another
Day

Release Date: Nov 15
Why the excitement? Not a sequel, but
the second film based on the best-selling, immensely popular books by J.K. Rowling.
Director Chris Columbus joins again with
Daniel Radcliffe, Maggie Smith, Alan
Rickman, and Richard Harris to create the
second Harry Potter adaptation, which should
provide even more thrills, chills, and
Quidditch than "The Sorcerer's Stone."
In "The Chamber of Secrets," Harry
(Radcliffe), Ron (Rupert Grinf), and Hermione
(Emma Watson) return to Hogwarts School
of Witchcraft and Wizardry with their minds
set on studying and relaxing, trying to forget
their traumatizing experiences from the year
before.
Nonetheless, they soon find themselves
coming face-to-face with arch-villain Lord
Voldemort, getting into trouble with the
groundskeeper, Hagrid, and venturing into the
Forbidden Forest.
The masterminds behind the Harry Potter movies claim that a conscious effort has
been made to deliver a darker, more actionoriented adventure this time around.
Granted that was the decision of Rowling,
Columbus strives to make it even more apparent in the film. And having a year of filming under their belts, Columbus states that "the
kids are much better actors."
One thing is for sure: the question isn't
whether "Chamber of Secrets" will live up to
"Sorcerer's Stone," it's whether or not the latter will surpass the former.

Release
Date: Nov 22
Why the excitement? The
40th anniversary
Bond film and the
20th in the series, with Pierce Brosnan and
Halle Berry. Intense.
Some fans of James Bond claim that the
movies' plots have been confusing, overlycomplicated and far-fetched. Fortunately, the
20th installment in the series actually sounds
compelling. The movie stars this year's Best
Actress Oscar winner Halle Berry as the newest Bond chick, and Pierce Brosnan, reprising the role of Ian Flemming's James Bond
for the fourth consecutive time.
Brosnan describes the movie as "having
a thriller aspect to it." As the movie
progresses, Bond is essentially betrayed by his
own followers and must find a way to reclaim
his identity.
"Die Another Day" will use traditional
Bond elements in a new and refreshing way.
And as the costliest 007 flick yet ($100 million), the film boasts glamorous locations and
elegant gadgets. Bond's quest takes him
across Cuba, Iceland and Korea, and entails
high-speed chases (including one on an iceberg) and cool spy gear (an Aston Martin).
The movie makes an effort to establish
subtle references to previous 007 films. Halle
Berry sports a bikini strikingly similar to
Ursula Andress's in "Dr. No." In addition,
there's a Goldfinger-style laser and scene in
which Brosnan removes his scuba suit only
to reveal a pressed tuxedo. There are many
tidbits Bond fanatics can pick up on, but "Die
Another Day" should also attract new,
younger viewers to the world of James Bond.

Antonio Banderas
Plot: In "Femme Fatale," an ex-conwoman
(Romijn-Stamos) struggles with her new life
as a moral citizen.

Friday After Next

8 Mile
Director: Curtis Hanson
Stars: Eminem, Brittany Murphy

Director: Marcus Raboy
Stars: Ice Cube, Mike Epps
Plot: The cast of "Friday" and "Next Friday"
return when two mall security guards (Cube
and Epps) must investigate a robbery at
their mall.

The Emperor's Club
Far from Heaven
Director: Todd Haynes
Stars: Julianne Moore, Dennis Quaid
Plot: "Far from Heaven" deals with the life of
a housewife in Connecticut in the 50s, but
also with the social issues effecting the
nation at the time.

NOVEMBER 15th
Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets
Director: Chris Columbus
Stars: Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint

Lockdown
Director: Don Michael Paul
Stars: Morris Chestnut, Steven Seagal
Plot: A death-row inmate has hid $200
million dollors worth of gold in the jail where
he was being held, and a super crimnal
(Chestnut) intends to find it.

NOVEMBER 22nd
Die Another Day
Director: Lee Tamahori
Stars: Pierce Brosnan, Halle Berry

Director: Michael Hoffman
Stars: Kevin Kline, Emile Hirsch
Plot: A professor at a prep school (Kline)
reunites with a troubled boy who he taught
in high school, who is now a successful
businessman.

NOVEMBER 29th
Solaris
Director: Steven Soderbergh
Stars: George Clooney, Natascha McElhone

8 Crazy Nights
Director: Seth Kearsley
Stars: Adam Sandier
Plot: Adam Sandier makes his animated
debut with this film adaptation of several of
his Jewish holiday themed comedy songs.

Treasure Planet
Director: Ron Clements
Stars: Joseph Gordon-Levitt,
Emma Thompson
Plot: In their major animated release of the
Fall, Disney takes Robert Louis Stevenson's
classic 'Treasure Island" and sets it in outer
space, where space stations and black

Solaris
Release Date: Nov 27
Why the excitement?
A science-fiction film set in outer space
by the makers of Titanic and Ocean's Eleven.
Sounds intriguing!
The fact that George Clooney is teaming
up with Steven Soderbergh yet again is not
terribly surprising, however, as their next
project takes place outside the boundaries of
Earth.
The movie, which sounds promising, is
actually directed by Soderbergh and produced
by James Cameron.
"Solaris" is a remake of the 1972 sci-fi
epic by the Russian director Andrei Tarkovsky,
and is described by Soderbergh as "2001: A
Space Odyssey" meets "Last Tango in Paris."
The basic premise of the film is that horrific
and bizarre occurrences have transpired
aboard a space station orbiting Solaris, a mysterious planet that might be controlling the
minds of its observers. Clooney appropriately plays a psychologist sent in to check out
the situation and in the process, manages to
get a second chance at love with his deceased
wife.
Clooney states that "Solaris" is definitely
not an Alien 3-esque or shoot-em-up action
film. The movie is not regarded as being particularly "artsy," but more as a film for everyone in the sense that it's a well-made, welltold story. One thing is for sure: Solaris unquestionably appears to be a brainy sci-fi.
-ZACH MINERS

holes abound.

The Quiet American
Director: Phillip Noyce
Stars: Michael Caine, Brendan Fraser
Plot: Based on the novel by Graham
Greene.

Concerts
Edited by Keith Whamond
Fri 11/01/02
Box Car Racer @ Hammerstein Ballroom
Ben Kweller @ Joe's Pub
Sat 11/02/02
The Starting Line @ Knitting Factory
Sun 11/03/02
Willie Nelson @ Beacon Theatre
Fri 11/08/02
Blues Traveler @ Irving Plaza
Sat 11/09/02
Goo Goo Dolls @ Roseland
Wed 11/13/02
Bob Dylan @ Madison Square Garden
Wed 11/20/02
TheAtaris @ Irving Plaza
Thu 11/21/02
Blind Boys Of Alabama feat. Clarence
Fountain @ Madison Square Garden
Fri 11/22/02
Saves The Day @ Roseland
Sat 11/23/02
Blondie @ Roseland
Fri 11/29/02
The Strokes @ Roseland
Sonic Youth @ Irving Plaza
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A few of the CDs to watch for

Nov. 5

Also on Nov. 5

Nov. 19

Nov. 26

I have been to the opera once, and that
vas to see "La Boheme" at the pinnacle of
ny brief obsession with the musical "Rent"
vhen I was 14. Of course, I fell asleep in the
liddle of the first act, but that's beside the
loint. What is the point, however, is that there
Jre only two things that have ever gotten me
pay attention to opera. The first is a conlentrated swig of caffeine. The second is AnIrea Bocelli. He was on "Regis and Kelly"
Ibout two weeks ago promoting his new alJum
Sentimento which is due out Nov. 5,
|nd frankly I couldn't take my eyes off of him.
ie gets such joy out of singing each and evJry note, for about two seconds I considered
aking up singing opera. Perhaps I'll just relign myself to checking out this new album,
lowever, which offers arias from Leoncavallo,
lossini, and Offenbach, as well as a Liszt
fiece for which Bocelli himself has composed
/rics.
"Sentimento is a fantasy of dreams and
3ve ... This is a very beautiful and romantic
[ollection of music," Bocelli says of this allum. Well, sounds good to me.

If I were psychic, I would predict that on
Nov 5 there will be seismic disturbances of
biblical proportions all across the United
States.
What will cause such disturbances? The
pounding footsteps of hoards of pop fans
stampedeing to pick up Justin
Timberlake's highly anticipated solo album
Justified.
The average listener who just wants to
check out Justin's reported "new sound" will
have to come with whip and chair in hand, no
doubt.
If you are deciding if you want to fight
your way through the melee of teeny- bopping
12-year-olds, the album just might be worth
the battle.
His first single "Like I Love You" is getting critical praise, with MTV waving the
video like a banner in a supreme pop battle.
As fellow NS YNC bandmates pursue other interests these days, it looks like Justin is the
only one we can count on to keep the tunes acomin'.

In my eyes, Rob Thomas is a hottie who
can do no wrong. If there is a Fairfield kid
named Rob Thomas out there and he is reading this right now— don't have a heart attack
fella, I'm not stalking you.
I'm talking about Rob Thomas of
Matchbox 20, whose third album, More
than You Think You Are will be out in
stores on Nov 19. Matchbox 20 is in a pivotal position right now. They have gone in a
different direction with each of their first two
albums. Now, on their third, what will it be?
Well, based on their new single "Disease" (which is getting as underplayed as
much as Justin Timberlake's "Like I Love
You" is getting overplayed), it sounds like they
have found a happy medium between their
first two albums, Yourself or Someone Like
You and Mad Season.
Many fans weren't pleased with Mad
Season's mellower sound, but while "Disease"
does have elements of Season's standout track
"Bent," more prevalent is the rock sound that
made Yourself as successful as it was with
singles like "Push" and "The Real World." The
mystery of the rest of the album, though, is
what I think will get me in stores on the 19th.

When Tim McGraw saw the movie
"Almost Famous," he became inspired. Of
course, he called it inspiration. His fellow
bandmates or "dance doctors" thought he was
nuts. He wanted to open their 2001 concert
tour with Elton John's classic tune "Tiny
Dancer."
Depite raising some eyebrows, though,
Mptiraw worked on the song, and it turns out
/the fans responded to it so well that not only
did they open with it in 2001, but they did it
again in their 2002 tour. The song can also be
found as track 12 on McGraw's new album,

Shania Twain continues her genre-blurring
mix of country and pop with "Up!"

All Eyez on Me - Monica
A talent who's struck gold with each release
- the new CD promises to do the same.

Music
|Edited by Joshua O'Connell
NOVEMBER 5
The Best of 1990-2000 - U2
\)2 follows up their first "best of" collection
jleased a few years ago with this sequel.
New Day at Midnight )avid Gray
j"his album is the follow-up to Gray's
Ireakthough disc "White Ladder," which
fielded the hit "Babylon."
.ive at Folsom Field, Boulder,
Colorado - Dave Matthews Band
J)ave strikes again with this latest live effort
rom Folsom Field.
ted Letter Days - The Wallflowers
|akob Dylan and the boys are back after a
Dng absence. This is the follow-up to their
Irevious CD, which yielded "One Headlight."
[he Man Comes Around lohnny Cash
sentimento - Andrea Bocelli
justified - Justin Timberlake
NOVEMBER 12
tiot Act - Pearl Jam
["heir first new release in two and a half
tears.

Greatest Hits 1970-2002 Elton John
A compilation of John's more recent hits to
be paired nicely with his previous greatest
hits collections.
Testify - Phil Collins
This is definitely something worth waiting for.
Another worthwhile effort from a great artist.
02 - O-Town
Making the Band was cancelled due to low
ratings on ABC, and is now even off MTV's
airwaves. Without the media attention, will
they survive?
3D - TLC
With the death of Lisa Lopes still smarting
fans of the band, they'll welcome this CD,
which incorporates some of the songs that
she recorded prior to her untimely passing.
WWE: The Anthology Various Artists
This one will likely be another popular
favorite for wrestling fans.
Die Another Day - David Arnold,
Madonna
Madonna might fit the Bond girl persona, but
she's definitely taken a different spin on the
latest 007 theme.
NOVEMBER 19
Up! - Shania Twain

Brainwashed - George Harrison
The album was polished off after his death
by his son, Dhani. A powerful disc that will
satisfy fans of the former Beatle.
More than a Woman Toni Braxton
Toni Braxton has managed to stay relevant,
despite the turmoil in her life -her latest CD
is likely to continue the success.
More Than You Think You Are Matchbox Twenty
NOVEMBER 26
Back in the U.S. Live 2002 Paul McCartney
The CD from a highly-successful U.S.
tour brings the latest from Paul
McCartney. We can expect a mix of
Beatles, Wings, and solo singles.
Bob Dylan Live 1975
(The Bootleg Series Volume 5) - Bob
Dylan - Rolling Thunder Revue
Just Whitney - Whitney Houston
First single "Whatcha Lookin' At" was a
disappointment, both commercially and
sonically, but the album is still highly
anticipated.

Tim McGraw and the Dance Hall Doctors.
Slated for release on Nov 26, this will
be McGraw's latest album in a long line of
successes.
The man's winning streak alone gives
good odds that this will be a can't miss country album. But success aside, the man just
makes good music — another good reason to
check this album out.
--KATE NAPOLITANO

TBA - Mariah Carey
Marian Carey tries to undo the damage
done by the "Glitter" soundtrack and movie
with her latest CD, the first to be produced
under her new deal with Def Jam.
This Is Me...Then - Jennifer Lopez
She continues to fight her musical inexperience with her latest CD. First single "Jenny
From the Block" again shows limitations in
voice, but is still catchy.

Quick Center
Edited by Keith Whamond
Sat., 11/9 8 p.m. Arlo Guthrie, singersongwriter
Fri., 11/15 8 p.m. Kathy Mattea, singersongwriter
Sat., 11/16 8 p.m. Chamber Music
Society of Lincoln Center, Brahms
Sun., 11/17 1 p.m. & 3 p.m. Smythe &
Saucier "Circo Comedia"
Sat., 11/23 3 p.m. & 8 p.m. Radio
Drama: High Adventure on the Radio
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More campus concerts
Performances continue through 2003
CONTINUED FROM P.
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Nearfall, Starside, Sometimes She Bums, and The Halo
Jump. WVOF plans many shows in November in both the
Campus Center and The Levee. "Most notably is the huge
show on Nov 2," said Mercadante. "Fairweather and
Counterfit are coming from Virginia and California on their
respective tours to rock out here for FREE! This show takes
place at 8pm, after some homecoming stuff, and should
draw well over a capacity crowd for the Campus Center.
Get there early, it will be a packed house."
Grazynski and Mercadante plan on keeping the shows
coming to Fairfield. Planned for early December is a visit
by Matt Sharp (the former Weezer bassist). They also have
a hiphop show planned for the Levee around the same time.
Next semester, expect non-stop concerts at the campus center and the Levee, including visits from rising bands like
Thursday, The Used, and Piebald. WVOF is also looking
forward to working with FUSA to plan a massive spring
concert with possible acts like Jimmy Eat World and Dashboard Confessional. "It's going to be a very exciting time
for Fairfield students looking for a bit of excitement on our
sometimes sleepy campus," said Mercadante.
Last Night's Escape Records, which goes hand in
hand with the concerts, was founded by Grazynski last summer. Grazynski started the concerts out of the necessity of
shows in this area. "Most of the concerts in this genre of
music are farther and I thought it would be fun to have
concerts that are easily accessible," he said. "However, I
started Last Night's Escape over the summer with the sole
intention of putting out professional records by great bands."
Mercadante became a part of LNE in the fall, because
Grazynski knew he could propel the label to new heights.

When asked about how he got involved with the label,
Mercadante said, "I let him know of the contacts I have in
the industry, the shows I am putting on, and the bands I am
interested in helping out, namely a band named Set For
Stun (playing at The Levee Nov 8).
We kind of joined forces and it's been a rockin' good
experience. Dave handles a lot of the money and recording
issues, while I have been working directly with the bands
to book them at clubs and set them up for touring. Our bands
are setting out on an East Coast tour and professionally
recording releases to eventually be distributed all over the
country, along with the live compilation that Dave has been
working so hard on." Grazynski added, "Nick is really
working hard to make this record label and the bands on it
famous."
Both are sure that their label has a huge future. "Tours
through this area and the entire East Coast are planned, so
look for LNE to blow up." So far they are working on
some sponsorship deals with companies to help them fund
their major projects. Following the release of "...and the
Levee Broke" are the releases of Madison Prep, Set for Stun
and Jonnie Prbad. These three bands are going to be on
tour throughout Christmas break. The bands mostly fall
under the rock or independent rock category.
The concerts are aimed at people who just like to have
a good time. "Most of the bands are of more a punk/
hardcore/indie influence, but I don't feel like the style of
music should be targeting a demographic, and I don't think
people should see the styles as isolating to a particular audience," said Grazynski. "These are straight up rock and
roll bands that are here to have a good time... and that is the
audience we are aiming for: people who want to see great
bands in a fun venue and have a great time."

The Dubnicks will be playing Oct. 31

Amber aims for crossover success
CONTINUED FROM P.
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A: Oh yeah. That's lightly said. Look around in the
music business - all these labels are going down and all the
CEOs are getting fired. It's been a very, very tough time
for us. I have addressed that on my website. If you do not
go out and support the artist - music is a culture that is so
important to humanity. You think you like the artist, you
download a song. We sat down, we wrote, we created, and
we don't know how long we're going to be there. We have
to feed our families too. If you do not buy the album and
they do not break even, we get dropped from the label, so
you as a fan are responsible for my career.
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right now. For instance, using a James Joyce excerpt in
"Yes," or exploring the need to be emotionally connected,
using sex to sell it -1 don't know what other way to put
it - in songs like "The Need to Be Naked" or "Sex Without Sex." Why did you make this effort?
A: I guess because I took control of my project. "Sex
without Sex" is about spiritual connection. If you get to
know a person deeply, and strip all the layers down, it can
be just as nice as having sex with a person physically. I
meant the song as stripping down all your layers and get to
know a person spiritually. I was very well aware of the
sexual wordplay, but that makes the song universal. People
constantly put the stigma on me. "Yes" has breast. (In the
song, one lyric, excerpted from James Joyce's "Ulysses,"
reads "and drew him down to me so he could feel my
breast.") When I say it comes from a James Joyce book
and they stop, it's like "got you right there." No one talks
about "If You Could Read My Mind," "Love One Another,"
etc. R&B artists are able to have suggestive videos, with
smoking weed in the back and moans but I can't put out a
song like "Yes"? I don't understand that. I'm just clueless
why that's the case.
M: Your third single is slated to be "Anyway (Men
Are From Mars)." The song sounds like it's slower, but
it still has that definite dance rhythm built in. Is there
any chance for a release of a ballad as a single?
A: It's something that I would love to do, I'd love to
come out with a power ballad. I have been talking [the
label]. I don't think I have the right label to promote that. I
will definitely push for it for the fourth single.
["Anyway"] doesn't have any sexual content. I think
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it's very witty and very empowering for women. It's an
aesthetic song written for my divorce, and celebrate differences in a partnership. But if you don't have anything in
common, just make a final decision of where do we go from
here. That's what that song is about.
The song is 130 beats per minute. It has an off-beat, so
it sounds slower. We will satisfy every genre out there. I
hope that a lot of radio stations go with the original. Every
original version of this album can be played on radio. Every extra remix, fine, serve it to the clubs.
M: With music sales trending downward, has it had
an adverse effect on you as an artist?

M: Making a career in dance music is quite difficult. You've continued to thrive, having a decent string
of chart topping songs on the Club Play chart. How do
you feel about being able to remain successful in a genre
that seems to be still more focused on that next hit single
than an album of quality songs?
A: I'm not really too worried about that. I'm trying to
hit for the crossover. I've been there [the dance charts],
done that, and we'll see what happens with "Anyway." It's
a chance [Tommy Boy is] taking to go off that sure route.
But I've shown diversity. The songs do not sound the same.
Right now, I'm definitely shooting to crossover and
even take dance music to crossover. It's a valid genre. Why
shouldn't it have a chance? Radio keeps denying that and
keeps thinking and making people believe that R&B and
Hip Hop is the only valid genre out there. It's not. If you
wouldn't label it into genres and be more diverse into thinking, and open up these stations just like they do in Europe.
As long as it's done well, what do I care what genre it is.
For more on Amber, visit her website at www.ambermcc.com or visit www.fairfieldmirror.com Monday for more
with Amber as part of "The Beat Goes On " series.
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DJ Profile
SHOW: Gary and aJ in the Morning
HOSTS: Gary and aJ
WORDS OF WISDOM: "Wake up and call us!"
"It's the most fun thing you can do not getting paid,"
says Gary of the hit WVOF morning show Gary and aJ in the
Morning. Gary and aJ, both originally from the Philadelphia
area and both proud graduates of the Connecticut School of
Broadcasting, wake up extra early three days a week to bring
you a creamy mix of discussion and news stirred into an
aromatic blend of classic and current rock. aJ is a 2000
graduate of Fairfield University, and his voice has been
flowing over the WVOF airwaves for 5 straight years. He
says, "College radio allows formats that aren't mainstream,
it's radio in its purest form. Gary adds, "We can play what
music we want, there's no commercially driven Program
Director blowing down your neck. You do what you feel and
what people want to hear."
Gary and aJ encourage listener call-ins, especially from
students. Forget coffee: start your morning off right with
Gary and aJ, every Tuesday through Thursday from 6 to 9 AM
on WVOF 88.5, the Beast!

WAN T E I)
Gary and aJ in the Morning
Tuesday through Thursday
6-9 AM

"Student DJs during the semester*
♦Commuter students and community members to fill
in part time during school recesses*
To get involved, stop by the studio, call or email!

:: OS,5 WVOF - www.wvof.org ::

For the
program guide
and DJ profiles,
see page B/.
:: Foirftefd University Radio ::
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Counterfit

one more TBA
Fairweather

FREE!
November 2nd, 8 PM

First Ai

Set For Stun

Albert React
One More TBA
Free with Fairfield ll. ID
$5 Non-Student (All Ages)
Pizza/Wings/Beer (with legal ID)
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Counterfit

Punchline
Days Away
One More TBA
Free with Fairfield U. ID
$5 Non-Student (All Ages)
Pizza/Wings/Prizes

November 15 th
The Levee

